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APENDICES 

Appendix 1. Kidd’s The Secret Life Bees (2001) Synopsis 

The novel begins with Lily who was lying on her bed while adoring the 

beauty of the bees. Lily was a girl who turned into fourteen years old in 1964. She 

lived with abusive and cruel father named T. Ray and lovely peach picker named 

Rosaleen. Lily had memory about her mother whose name was Deborah and died 

when she was four years old. She remembered about her mother was packing her 

clothes to the suitcase, debating with T. Ray and the explosion of the gun. She 

blamed herself of her mother dead and that memory stuck in her head about ten 

years. She kept her mother stuffs that she buried in the peach orchard and every 

night she would sneak from the house and dig out from the ground.  

The day before Lily’s birthday, Rosaleen was planning on register her vote 

after the president Johnson signed the civil rights act. It made Lily wanted to 

accompany her to the town. One the next day, Lily and Rosaleen went to the 

town. During their journey three men assault Rosaleen. They hit and attack her 

crudely, and sent Rosaleen to the jail with Lily too. T. Ray came to the jail, but 

only freed Lily and left her alone there. 

As arrived in the house, Lily and T. Ray were fighting. He told her that her 

mother did not love her because she planned to leave the house on the day she 

died. He also explained about the meanest racist men that attack Rosaleen and 

other possibilities of being attack again even died. Knowing those facts, Lily 

decided leaving the house because she did not believe with the fact about her 

mother. Besides, she pack everything that needed to go to Tiburon. She planned to 
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free Rosaleen from the jail, but Rosaleen had moved to hospital to get 

further treatment of her head. Then, Lily went to the hospital to help her sneak out 

and she told her other possibilities of getting harm by the men, Tiburon and 

Deborah. 

Lily and Rosaleen continued her journey with hitchhike and walk to 

Tiburon. In the middle of their journey, Lily stopped at the restaurant to get some 

foods and beverages for them to eat. She noticed a dozen black honey jars with 

black Mary as the label which was the same with her mother belonging. She found 

out that local colored women produced and sold the bee honey, so Lily and 

Rosaleen decided to go there to unlock the mystery of Deborah. 

Arrived at Boatwright’s house, Lily found three colored women named 

August Boatwright, June Boatwright and May Boatwright. For the first, Lily said 

a lie that her mother was dead when she was child and her father was died because 

of tractor accident. Besides, she said a lie about her planning to go to Virginia to 

meet her aunt. August automatically let them stayed in her house. While staying in 

Boatwright’s house Lily learned about processing the honey combs into honey, 

bee wax, etc. Lily also noticed that there was a black women statue in the patrol 

that they called as Our Lady of Chains. The first week at August’s house, Lily 

finally knew about May and her twin named April who died because of suicide. 

She also knew about the stone wall with papers slip on the crack that was made by 

May to share her feelings.   

On Sunday morning, she found the sisters held weekly worship at their 

house with a group that organized by August called as daughters of Mary. The 
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worship looked mixed with Catholics and something that suits with them. They 

believed that the God sent the black Mary for the American colored people. The 

worship was conducted with told the story, prayed and ended up with to touch the 

lady’s heart. 

On the next day, Lily met a guy named Zachary Taylor who was very 

handsome and intelligent, and worked for August in taking care of the bees. 

Without any further ado, they became close friend and continued with having 

crush feeling to him although for the first she did not believe that kind of things. 

She also had closed relationship with August who was very wise, intelligent and 

cultured. They loved spending time together especially while taking care of the 

bees and outside of works. Outside of work, August told a story of nun Beatrix 

who run away and got a help from Mary in covering her leaving from the church. 

It made Lily thought that the story was almost like her life and wondered that 

August might know who Lily was. 

One day, Lily helped Zach to deliver the bee products to Mr. Clayton 

office. After load the bee products, Lily decided discovering the office and 

noticed the togetherness between Mr. Clayton and his daughter. It made Lily 

wanted calling T. Ray. He asked where Lily was, but Lily did not answer it, she 

asked him about Lily’s favorite color. Same like Lily; T. Ray ignored her question 

and threatened her with punishment if she did not back. Lily decided to hang up 

the phone and tried to not crying.  

In the night, Lily was noticing that May lured the roach with 

marshmallows and graham cracker to the roach which was same that Lily heard 
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about her mother from T. Ray. Lily braced herself to asked May about Deborah. 

Surprisingly, May said that she knew Deborah and had stayed in honey house 

about a few years ago. It made Lily wanted telling everything to August about her 

life, especially about her mother, but she had to delay her plan because of Zach’s 

arresting. Everyone pretended everything was okay to ensure May did not know 

about it, but she finally knew from Zach’s mother. May became so sad and 

drowned herself in the river. Everyone looked worried and tried to find her, but 

they were very shocked after seeing May’s condition in the river, cold and pale. 

Zach finally freed from the jail because of Mr. Clayton. Zach came for the last 

honor to May at vigil day. After the mourning situation, Lily and Zach were 

talking about their relationship which kind of against the law nature, but Zach 

would be made it one day. 

After the Mary day, Lily wanted to tell everything about Deborah. She 

showed her mother photograph to her. August explained that she worked for 

Deborah family when Deborah was a child and she knew well about her. When 

the first time Lily came to the house, August was like looking at little Deborah in 

Lily. The conversation continued with Lily was telling that she was lying to 

everyone, the fact that her father was still alive and Rosaleen was a fugitive. Then 

August explained about Deborah’s depression during her marriage life with T. 

Ray. Deborah left her family and stayed in August’s house for awhile. Then she 

back to Sylvan to take Lily, but she died on that day. August suggested forgiving 

Deborah and said that everyone loved her so much. For a week, Lily felt 

mourning and slowly forgave her parents. 
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The next day, T. Ray came to Boatwright’s house and asked Lily rudely to 

come back with him. He knew Lily’s position because he asked Mrs. Lacy whose 

phone was borrowed by Lily. They were arguing until Lily called him loudly 

“Daddy” and said sorry because of leaving him. In moment, T. Ray looked shock 

and freeze. He was crying and said Lily was looked exactly like Deborah. He 

begged Lily to come back with him, but Lily refused it. Then August came to the 

room and convinced him, and let Lily stayed with them and ensured that she 

would be okay. T. Ray left angrily. Before he went, Lily stopped him and asked 

him about the truth if she was the one who killed her mother. Immediately, he 

answered her question and said yes and it was an accident and not 100% Lily’s 

faults. 

In following days, Lily finally accept everything and lived happily in 

Boatwright’s house. Lily finally could forgive her parents. She also felt lucky 

because of having so many mothers. 
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Appendix 2. Kidd’s The Secret Life Bees (2001) Plot Segmentation 

No Sequence 

1 The relationship between Lily and the bees 

1a 
Lily’s fondness of the bees  especially on their beautiful wings in the 

darkness 

1b Lily's confusing and fuss teenager life, but still loved the bees 

1c 
Description of Lily’s cruel father named T. Ray who never fit to be a 

father 

1d 
Description of Lily’s  kind housekeeper named Rosaleen who loved 

Lily like her child 

1e 
Lily's perspective about  Rosaleen's craziness idea about bees as a 

sign of death  

1f 
Lily's memory of her mother died which kind of heavy feeling 

embedded in her mind 

1g 
Lily's imagination to got affection from her mother if she were still 

alive who would strengthen her and took care of her 

1h 
Lily's misfortune life without a figure of a mother who had a messy 

appearance and an ignorance father 

1i Description of T. Ray who loved his dog the most rather than Lily   

1j 
Lily's confusion toward the bees which were not showing off in her 

room until midnight 

1k 
Lily’s admiration of the bee’s coming which were filling out Lily’s 

room and made her became the center  

1l 

Lily's enthusiasm to flaunted her room to T. Ray which full of bees 

through trying very hard to woke him up and dragged him to her 

room 

1m 
T. Ray’s anger toward Lily about the bees which were literary gone 

when they arrive at Lily's room 

1n 
Lily's effort to explain everything to T. Ray about the swarm bees in 

her room 

2 Lily’s memory of her togetherness with her mother before the death 

accident 

2a 
Lily's effort to remember about her mother's memory about her 

affection routine toward Lily before the death day 

2b 
Lily' s memory of her mother who tried to overcome the hot wheatear 

in the room through take off the sweater and opened up the window 

2c 
Description of Deborah’s appearance who had curly black hair with 

sharpness face 

2d 
The effort of  Lily to find out her mother’s scent through discovering 

every perfume bottle in Mercantile Sylvan 
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2e 
Lily's finding of her mother's scent which only plain Ponds Cold 

Cream from her fifth-grade teacher 

2f 
Lily’s memory of her parents quarrels with loud noise from the 

sparkling gun which made Lily lost her mother 

3 Lily’s misfortune life without a figure of a mother 

3a 
Description of Sylvan town with 3000 population, peach stands and 

churches 

3b 

Description of Lily's farm entrance with a big wooden sign of peach 

with a striking orange colour which made Lily’s school friends loved 

mock it 

3c 
 Rosaleen's explanation of the sign as T. Ray's way to mooning the 

world 

3d 
T. Ray’s ignorance of Lily’s life who might never have possibilities 

to be a popular girl 

3e 
Lily’s desire for being beautiful and fashionable although it’s hardly 

happen 

3f 
Lily’s sadness of her messy appearance and incapable to join charm 

school because of did not have women relatives 

3g 
Rosaleen's comment about Lily's appearance that she was still a 

charming girl the way she was 

3h 
Lily's persistence to went to a charming school which taught her 

everything to be a charming girl 

3i 
Rosaleen slightly comment about charm school which kinds of 

something nonsense 

4 Relationship between Lily and Rosaleen 

4a 
Lily’s effort to prove her words to T. Ray about the bees through 

caught the bees and put them in a jar 

4b 
Lily's creative in making the jar looked beautiful with putting some 

flower ornament as respect for living things 

4c 
Rosaleen’s worries toward Lily who might be got stung by the 

bees through pretending that she did not care of her  

4d 

Lily's perception of Rosaleen's kindness from her attitude toward Lily 

behind her sharp ways   especially when she bought Lily a chick and 

defended her from T. Ray’s anger 

4e 
Rosaleen’s mysterious age who did not have birth certificate and only 

knew she was from McClellanville  

4f 
Description of Rosaleen's seven brothers and sisters whose 

whereabouts were unknown 

4g 
Rosaleen's marriage life who was being apart after three years 

married  

4h 

Lily’s daydream about Rosaleen as her real mother; being adopted if 

she were a Negro or living together in New York without worry with 

their skin colour 
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5 Lily’s curiosity about her mother’s life based on her father and her 

mother’s inheritance  

5a 
Description of Lily's mother named Deborah which became the 

prettiest name for Lily 

5b 
Lily’s effort in gaining information about her mother from T. ray by 

asking him repeatedly although he never will to told her 

5c 

Deborah’s information that Lily got from T. Ray; who came from 

and buried in Virginia, live as the only child and love luring the roach 

through making a line of marshmallow and graham cracker 

5d 
 Lily’s longing of her mother in handling girl’s puberty, for examples 

about the training bras and menstruation 

5e 
Lily’s finding of her mother’s inheritances and examine the 

photograph situation and tried to find out the similarity between them 

5f 
Description of Deborah's gloves which always worn by Lily to 

feeling Deborah's hands through the night 

5g 
Description of wooden picture of Mary that belong to Deborah which 

was black with written hand "Tiburon, S. C." on the back 

5h 
Lily’s way in hiding her mother’s inheritances from T. Ray through 

put them in a tin box and buried in the peaches orchard 

5i 
Lily's habit to sneak out in the night and being peaceful under the 

trees with her mother’s inheritances 

5j 
Lily’s dream to knew the mystery of wooden picture of Mary and 

went to Tiburon as a place that Deborah had ever been lived 

6 Lily’s possibilities of being a professional writer 

6a Lily’s activity while helping T. Ray sold the peaches  

6b 
T. Ray’s disapproval of Lily’s fondness of reading book and ideas of 

college 

6c 
Lily’s astonishment toward T. Ray’s dislike of book and college 

which kinds of waste of money for him 

6d 
Lily’s fondness toward Mrs. Henry assignment about Shakespeare 

play which made her thrilled as the luckiest girl in Sylvan  

6e 
Mrs. Henry’s recognition of Lily’s intelligent and future possibilities 

to became a professor or writer 

6f 
Lily’s dislikes about adult people’s question toward her about future 

job 

6g 
Lily’s fondness of writing by keeping up her collection of writings; 

everything about horse and philosophy of life  

6h 
Mrs. Henry's kindness toward Lily through giving her suggestion 

about scholarship and lent her few books 

6i 

Lily's way of avoid making a problem to T. Ray through did not 

correct his mistake about Shakespeare’s first name and spelling of 

Diction with Dickinson    

6j 
Lily's way to killing the time in peaches stand through making up 

poems until did not have any rhyming words 
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7 T. Ray’s explanation about Deborah’s death accident to Lily 

7a 

Lily’s shocks about T. Ray’s desire in explaining everything about 

Deborah to Lily to avoid her misunderstanding from other people's 

perspective 

7b Lily’s re-appeared memory about the explosion that killed her mother 

7c 
Lily’s way to calming herself by visiting her special place in peach 

orchard when the memory of the explosion appeared 

7d T. Ray’s detail explanation about Deborah on her day she died 

7e 
T. Ray’s shocks about Lily’s memory about the incident who was 4 

years old on that day 

7f 
Description of Lily's explanation to T. Ray about her memory of her 

mother death day, but not with the explosion  

7g 
T. Ray's softly explanation about the incident which was an 

accidental incident 

7h Lily’s desire to get a hug from T. Ray after the sadness story 

8 Rosaleen’s excitement about the Civil Right Act signatory 

8a 
Description of Rosaleen's who was busy with the TV and trying to fix 

the snow in it 

8b 
Lily’s mock comment about President Johnson in TV by asking 

slightly question about dropping a atom bomb 

8c 
Lily’s kindness in helping Rosaleen to fixed the TV by twisting the 

antennae until the TV cleared enough 

8d 
Lily’s sighting toward Rosaleen’s face who was extremely happy 

about the civil right 

8e 
Lily’s confusion of being excited or worried about the civil right for 

Negroes 

9 Lily’s desire of silver charm bracelet as her upcoming birthday present 

from T. Ray 

9a 
 Description of Rosaleen had prepared delicious dinner, smothered 

chicken on the stove 

9b 
Description of Lily's desire of having once a great birthday which 

never had pay attention from T. Ray all the years of her life 

9c 
Lily’s imagination about her birthday celebration when she was little 

because of having same birthday with the country 

9d 
Lily’s effort to talked with T. Ray to fill up her desire in having  a 

silver charm bracelet for her birthday present 

9e 
Lily’s sadness toward T. Ray’s ignorance about her birthday and her 

invisible existance in his life 

10 Lily’s punishment for sneak out from the house 

10a 

Description of Lily's activity through seeing the bees flick in the jar 

while waiting the night and went to her special place to hold her 

mother things 

10b 
Lily’s effort to sneaked out from the house to dig up the tin box with 

her mother things in it 
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10c 
Lily’s calmness feeling after filling out her mother things from the 

box 

10d 
T. Ray’s anger toward Lily because of sneak out of the house and 

being a slut  

10e 
Lily’s firmness in facing T. Ray’s punishment; kneeling on Martha 

White grits for an hour 

11 T. Ray’s innuendo toward Lily about last night 

11a Lily’s happiness of her mother things still safe from T. Ray 

11b Lily’s conversation with Rosaleen about her last night punishment 

11c 
T. Ray’s annoyance and ignorance toward Lily’s knee condition after 

the punishment 

11d 
Lily’s memory of T. Ray’s smile toward her when she sang a song 

with upside-down book 

11e 
Lily’s desire to find another roof to stay which might gave her newly 

bright life 

12 Lily’s concern regarding Rosaleen’s desire to register her vote 

12a 
 Lily’s fondness of bees toward their movement in the jar which tried 

to escape from the jar 

12b 
Lily’s desire to went to the town with Rosaleen to eliminate her 

sadness on her birthday tomorrow 

12c 

Lily’s worry about Rosaleen desire in having a vote because of the 

violance news  in the television and the cruelty of the people to 

complicate them to got the voting 

13 Lily’s kindness toward the bees 

13a 
 Lily’s lies about sanitary supplies in getting permission from T. Ray 

to went to the town with Rosaleen 

13b 
Lily’s memory of her mother effort to lure the roaches with trails of 

graham-cracker crumbs and marshmallow 

13c 
Lily’s decision to free up the bees from the jar through open up the 

jar cover so the bees can come out 

14 Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to the town 

14a 
Rosaleen’s birthday greetings to Lily and celebrated together with an 

angel cake and fourteen candles 

14b Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to the town with walking down the street  

14c 
Lily’s suggestion to took a rest at the church while observing the 

picture on the fan 

14d 
Lily’s discovery about a photo in Rosaleen's house which had same 

look with Rosaleen and that was Rosaleen's mama 

14e 
Description of Rosaleen's belief which combination of nature and 

ancestor worship 

14f Brother Gerald’s dislikes toward Rosaleen’s existence in the church 

14g 
Lily's effort to change Brother Gerald's attention from Rosaleen to 

herself through told him about her birthday 
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14h 
Rosaleen and Brother Gerald’s innuendo conversation about church 

paper fans 

14i 
Lily and Rosaleen’s continued journey to the town while seeing 

Rosaleen's impersonate about Lily sweet-faced 

15 The three men’s cruelty toward Rosaleen 

15a 
Lily’s observation of Sylvan’ worst side with three men who played 

with plywood 

15b 
Lily’s suggestion toward Rosaleen to ignorance the three men’s 

innuendo 

15c Rosaleen and the three men’s argumentation about the voting register 

15d 
Lily’s frighten toward the tense situation expecially the the three men 

violance toward Rosaleen 

15e 
Rosaleen’s anger toward the three men by poring her tobacco to their 

shoes 

15f 
Three men’s violence toward Rosaleen in getting her to apologize 

through twisting her hands until bent down on the ground 

16 The three men’s violence toward Rosaleen in Jail 

16a 
Lily’s confusion toward Mr Gaston’s weird nickname "Shoe" which 

better called "Ears" because of his small ears 

16b 
Lily’s worry toward the annoying three men who followed them 

behind the police car  

16c 
Lily's way to strengthened Rosaleen from three men's intimidation 

through saying that those men won't harm her 

16d 
Description of three men’s threat to get an apology from Rosaleen 

through lifted a flaslight on Rosaleen's head  

17 Lily’s sadness of leaving Rosaleen alone in the jail cell 

17a 
Lily’s opinion about the image of jail cell from a cowboy film while 

walking to the cell 

17b Description of the jail condition which smelled like drunk people 

17c 
Lily’s worry toward Rosaleen big wound in her head with long puffy 

over her eyebrow 

17d 
Lily’ desire to leave the jail with Rosaleen through making a promise 

to be back for her 

18 Lily and T. Ray’s squabbling about Rosaleen and Deborah 

18a 
Description of T. Ray’s anger seen from the way he drove the car and 

spedometer pointed about seventy or eighty km/hours 

18b 
Lily imagination of T. Ray who would build phyramids of grits and 

asked her to kneel on it about an hour 

18c Lily’s desire to freeing Rosaleen from prison with a help of T. Ray 

18d 
T. Ray’s anger toward Rosaleen’s problem with the meanest nigger-

hater in Sylvan  

18e 
Lily’s worry about a threat that might happen to Rosaleen because of 

having problem with meanest nigger-hater in Sylvan  
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18f 
Description of T. Ray who was very angry with Lily through did not 

let her come out from her room 

18g 
Lily's resistance towards T. Ray's anger through yelling that she was 

not afraid of him and comparing him with her mother 

18h 
T. Ray’s comment about her mother’s fact who ran off the house and 

left them which made Lily shock after heard it 

18i 

Lily’s desire to left the house and found another roof for her and 

Rosaleen after saw signs from the empthy jar and heard mysterious 

voice  

18j 
Lily's preparation to left the house by putting everything to her bag; 

toiletries, her mother inheritances and wrote down a letter for T. Ray  

18k Lily’s effort to sneak out of the house without known by T. Ray 

19 Lily’s run away from the house 

19a 
Lily’s decision to Tiburon after free Rosaleen from the jail which a 

place might keep secrets about Lily's mother 

19b 
Lily’s critical thought in avoiding a bus station as T. Ray’s coveted 

place 

19c 
Description of Lily's journey to the jail with Brother Gerald who 

gave her a ride to the jail 

19d 
Lily’s lies comment in defending Rosaleen to Brother Gerald through 

saying that Rosaleen was half deaf and can't hear clearly 

20 Lily’s worry toward Rosaleen’s condition 

20a 
Lily's anger toward Mr Gaston about unreasonable explanation about 

Rosaleen's wounds and displacement to the hospital   

20b 
Lily’s anger because of too worry about Rosaleen's condition which 

she did not knew 

20c 
Description of Brother Gerald who canceled signing warrant papers 

after knowing Rosaleen deaf condition 

20d 

Mr Gaston's explanation about Rosaleen's good condition while gave 

Lily a warning look and thretatening her to did not come to met 

Rosaleen in hospital 

21 Lily’s effort to took out Rosaleen from the Hospital 

21a 
Lily’s effort in finding Rosaleen’s room until she got a sign of her 

"No Visitor" with policeman sit outside the room 

21b 
Lily's  curiousity about Rosaleen’s condition who got violence from 

the three men in the prison 

21c 
Lily’s anger toward the men’s cruelty and Rosaleen’s carelessness 

not to apologize 

21d 
Lily’s persistence to persuade Rosaleen to left the hospital through 

saying the possibilieties of being killed by the three men 

21e 

Lily’s effort to disguise the appearance of Rosaleen to avoid the 

people’s suspicion through changed her clothes and removed the 

bandage   
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21f 
Description of Lily was caught red-handed by nurse when she was in 

the colored section and decided to say a lie to save her life 

21g 
Lily’s trick in tricking the security guard with a fake phone call to 

fight off the police from the door 

22 Lily and Rosaleen’s beginning journey to Tiburon 

22a 
Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to go out of the hospital through walked 

like visitor and run quickly when nobody watched them 

22b Lily’s desire to took Rosaleen with her to Tiburon 

22c 
Lily’s desire in using bad language in a certain situation to wreak her 

emotion 

22d Rosaleen’s explanation about kinds of bad language toward Lily 

23 Lily and Rosaleen’s argument about Tiburon and T. Ray’s comment 

about Deborah 

23a Lily’s effort in getting a hitchhiking of every car passing on the road 

23b Lily’s lies reason in getting hitchhiking from a driver 

23c 
Lily’s confusion toward her journey with sadness and lost feeling but 

felt more alive than before 

23d 
Lily and Rosaleen's journey through kept walking on the street until 

they decided to down the bridge for took a rest 

23e 
Lily's explanation in choosing Tiburon as a place destination and T. 

Ray's painful comment about her mother 

23f 
Description of  Rosaleen's memory of Lily's mother which is out of 

Lily's imagination 

23g 
Rosaleen's annoyance of Lily's decision to run off the house which 

she taught it was because of her 

23h 
Lily's anger argument toward Rosaleen about her disrespect of Lily's 

effort in helping her 

2gi 
Lily's regret of her words toward Rosaleen and desire to find her in 

the darkness of the forest 

23j 
Lily's togetherness with Rosaleen while apologizing each other under 

the moonlight 

24 Lily and Rosaleen’s continuation journey to Tiburon 

24a 
Lily's fondness of Thoreau's work which built fantasies imagination 

and appreciating the mother of nature  

24b 
Lily's curiosity about Mary story and the reason why her mother had 

black Mary picture after checking Rosaleen who was still slept 

24c 
Lily's effort to woke Rosaleen up from her slept tight through 

shaking her body hardly 

24d 
Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to Tiburon while enjoying the 

panoramas along the street 

24e 
Lily’s confusion in getting food in Sunday, when the stores were 

closed 

24f 
Lily's argument about Civil Right which should be obeyed by 

everyone 
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24g 
Lily’s effort in observing everything which might be her sign to find 

out her mother past existence 

24h 
Description of Rosaleen slightly comment of the hot weather along 

the journey 

25 Lily and Clerk’s conversation about honey jar label in restaurant  

25a 
Lily's decision to visited a restaurant to bought some foods and 

beverages for them to ate 

25b 
Description of clerk’s curiosity about Lily who looked unfamiliar for 

him 

25c 
Lily’s lies explanation to the clerk about her destination to Tiburon 

which aims to visiting her grandmother 

25d 
Lily's discovery of a dozen honey jar which had same picture of 

Black Mary with  her mother belonging 

25e 
Lily’s appreciation toward Rosaleen’s toughness by taking a snuff 

without permission and speculating to pay it one day 

25f Lily’s curiosity about where the honey jar label came from 

25g 

Description of clerk’s explanation about the honey jar, made by 

coloured women named August Boatwright who lived in the most 

striking house in Tiburon 

25h 
Description of Rosaleen’s aggravation toward Lily who stole the 

snuff from the store 

26 Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to Boatwright’s house 

26a 
Lily’s continue journey to Boatwright’s house while observing the 

differences between Tiburon and Sylvan 

26b 
Lily's curiosity about their disappearance which might be written in 

the newspaper 

26c 
Description Lily’s thankfulness for all poor news which might hide 

her disappearance news 

27 Lily and Rosaleen’s first meeting with Boatwright sister 

27a 
Description of Boatwright's house with very pink colour and white 

boxes around the house 

27b 
Lily's nervousness to knock Boatwright’s front door by saying the 

name of God with loud heart beating 

27c 
Lily's opinion about August sister's personality through their 

appearance 

27d 
Description of patrol's appearance which smelled wax with old 

furniture dominated the room 

27e 
Lily's observation of a statue's appearance and magnetism symbol 

feeling toward the statue 

27f 
Lily's imagination of the statue which seems like told about her 

strengthen aspects and shame at the same time 

27g 
Lily’s explanation about her run away and Rosaleen’s wound to 

dispel August’s suspicion toward them 
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27h 
Description of August's kindness to let Lily and Rosaleen stayed at 

her house 

27i 
Rosaleen's curiosity about Boatwright sister named that inspired by 

the calendar 

27j 
May’s explanation about their family which then made her sad in 

remembering her death sister 

27k 
Lily’s lies explanations about their identity and family to Boatwrights 

sister 

28 Lily’s conversation with August and continued with Rosaleen in the 

honey house 

28a Lily and Rosaleen's happiness toward the raindrops wetting her face 

28b 
Description of August’s honey house tour explanation toward Lily 

and Rosaleen 

28c 
Description of August's explanation about honey making appliances 

to Lily; the uncapper,  and the spinner 

28d 
Lily's weird feeling that she was traveling about a week, throught out 

the savari with lions and tigers until she arrived at lost diamond city  

28e 
Lily’s opinion toward coloured people who might be so intelligent 

like whites 

28f Lily's desire to be a normal girl who loved enjoying the summer 

29 Lily’s journey in exploring the wood around the house 

29a 
August's explanation of her hives which she got as legacies from her 

grantfather while they were eating the dinner 

29b 
Lily’s discovery toward Boatwright’s fondness about birds and 

mysterious wall with paper stick on it 

29c Lily's adventurous along the river and her desire to live happily after 

30 Boatwright’s kindness toward Lily and Rosaleen  

30a 
Boatwright’s kindness through buying some clothes and taking care 

of Rosaleen's wounds 

30b 
Lily’s sympathies toward May’s sensitiveness through her desire to 

accompany her while sing "Oh! Susanna" song 

31 Lily’s opinion about Boatwright sister on their specialties  

31a Description of August’s fondness toward May’s silliness song  

31b 
August's perspective about the honey Philosophy and fondness to 

honey  

31c 
Lily's eager in learning the honey process which made August toward 

her 

31d Lily and Rosaleen’s perspective toward May’s mental psychologist 

31e 
Lily’s fondness toward June’s music which usually for a dying 

person  

31f August and June's sparring about Lily's deceit about her life 

31g August’s effort  in persuading June to let Lily stay in their house  

31h 
Lily’s confusion feeling toward August’s kindness in letting Lily stay 

although knew her lies 
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31i Lily’s resentment feeling about June’s bad attitude toward her 

32 Boatwright’s worry toward America’s chaos after the civil right 

signatory  

32a 
Lily's opinion about Walter Cronkite as a good man which were 

different from her father 

32b Lily's weird feeling of being whites in a room full of coloured people 

32c 
August and May’s worry and sadness toward the negroes killed 

incident  

32d 
May’s extraordinary sadness until needing help from August and 

June to strengthen her 

33 August’s explanation about the worship and story of Mary 

33a 
Description Mary's worship by kneeling in front of the statue named 

Our lady of Chain in Boatwright’s house 

33b Lily’s curiosity about Boatwright’s belief which same with Chatholic 

33c 
August’s explanation about their belief which were a combination of 

Catholicism and newly invented ingredient  

33d 
Lily's offended feeling toward August's story about runaway nun 

named Beatrix 

33e 
Lily's desire help from Mary to made invisible cover around the 

house 

34 Lily’s lesson about bees etiquette 

34a 
Description of Lily’s first lesson about facing the real bees named  

bees yard etiquette 

34b 
Lily’s preparation in facing the real bees by wearing beekeeper suit 

as a protection from the bees 

34c 
August’s bees patrol by checking every hive to make sure the bees 

were happy 

34d 
August’s explanation about harvesting the honey and changing the 

frames to deposit the honey 

34e 
Lily’s funny attitude toward made a curtsy to the bees queen which 

made August laugh 

35 August’s explanation about the story behind May’s condition 

35a 
Lily’s curiosity about a stone wall in the back yard with a paper stick 

in it 

35b 
August’s explanation about May’s specialities and May’s past normal 

life before she became a sensitive person 

35c 
August’s explanation about the stones wall which inspired by wailing 

wall in Jerusalem  

36 Lily’s conversation with Rosaleen about August and Deborah 

36a 
Lily’s hurt feeling toward the impossible imagination about T. Ray  

who might regret everything that he had done to her 

36b 
Lily's imagination of her mother; slept on her breast while looking at 

each other and knew about her suit for sleeping 
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36c 
Lily’s concern toward Rosaleen’s wound through asking Rosaleen 

about her head condition 

36d Description of Lily was seeing jealousy in Rosaleen words 

36e 
Lily’s strong feeling that her mother  had stayed in Boatwright’s 

house before 

36f 
Lily’s argument to Rosaleen about T. Ray’s slightly comment about 

her mother’s leaving 

36g 

Lily’s effort in calming herself by seeing the stars in the darkness of 

the night and putting her mother’s written name in the crap of May's 

stone wall 

36h 
Lily’s desire to know the truth from August about behind the mystery 

of  black Mary that belongs to her mother  

37 June’s love story with Neil 

37a 
Description of Lily observed the tallest negro man who was standing 

outside the house with June approached him 

37b 
Description of May’s explanation about Neil who had a romantic 

feeling with June 

37c 
May’s explanation about June’s complicated love story that impacts 

her relationship with Neil 

37d 
Lily’s kindness to May by suggesting her to the stone wall to made 

her calm down 

37e 
Description of June’s curiosity about what happen with May until 

being upset 

37f 
June and Neil’s conversation about June’s refusal to married and 

introduce Lily and Rosaleen as their guest 

37g 
Lily’s worry of Neil’s question and June’s intimidating face about 

how long they will stay in Boatwright’s house 

38 Mary’s worship at Boatwright’s house 

38a 
Description of a group named the Daughter and Son of Mary who 

worn quirky and beautiful accessories 

38b 
August and June’s preparation for the worship by arranging the 

chairs into a half circle, litting the candle and playing cello  

38c 
August’s explanation about the story about Our Lady of Chains as the 

beginning of the worship 

38d 
Description of the next worship agendas were dancing and touching 

the statues’ heart to fill the emptiness in their heart 

38e 
Lily’s desire to touch the statue’s heart until the darkness swallowed 

her and fainted 

38f 
Lily’s condition after being fainted because of the more sadness that 

she couldn’t bear 

38g 
Lily’s lies of being okay and feeling sorry to put June and May in a 

bad situation 

39 Lily’s conversation with August about the moon 
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39a 
August’s kindness to made Lily feeling well by offered her a root 

beer, feather pillow and a spoon of honey 

39b 
Description of June and May’s condition who was still slumped 

down at their comfort place 

39c 
August and Rosaleen’s slightly comment about the moon expedition 

and the competition between America and Russia 

39d 
August’s explanation about the strength and mystery of the  moon 

which might be different after the moon expedition 

39e 
Lily’s desire to touch the lady's heart and talk about her mother one 

day  

40 Lily’s conversation with Zach on their first meeting 

40a 

 Lily’s frighten toward siren which remained her of her sadness life, 

especially Mr. Gaston or T. Ray who might took away Lily's 

happiness 

40b 
Lily’s first impression toward Zach who was singing while holding a 

honey drizzle as his microphone  

40c Lily and Zach’s conversation about introducing their self each other 

40d 
Lily’s desire to told her friends that they were wrong about negroes 

all the time 

40e 
Lily and Zach’s conversation about Zach’s favourite musician and 

Lily’s journey while changing the frames from the hives 

40f 
Lily’s desire to learnt drive a car from Zach which made Zach 

mocked her 

41 Lily’s relationship with June and Zach  

41a 
Lily and Zach’s activity in sort out the honeycomb to make sure no 

brood eggs in them 

41b 
Description of June and Lily’s relationship were difficult to fix but 

she had big desire to fix it 

41c 
Description of Zach and Lily’s delight lunch which prepared by May 

every day 

41d 
Lily and Zach’s conversation about their planning job in the future 

and their pessimistic hope of their future 

42 Lily's tough life in Boatwright’s house 

42a 
Lily’s happily life like living in a dream world while staying in 

Boatwright’s house 

42b 
Lily and June’s sparring about Lily’s long existence in Boatwright’s 

house 

42c 
August’s kindness toward Lily by defending her from June and be 

happy to be a good listener for her 

42d 
Lily’s desire to talked everything about her mother and the picture of 

black Mary to August  

42e 
Lily’s frightening of the truth in knowing something out of her 

expectation from August 

42f Lily’s hatred of being a liar especially to August who was very kind 
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to Lily 

43 Lily’s curiosity about June and Neil’s conversation 

43a 
Lily’s effort to filled her curiosity toward June and Neil’s 

conversation 

43b 
Description of June and Neil’s conversation about June’s refusal to 

get married 

43c Description of June and Neil’s anger and sadness of their squabbling 

44 Lily and Zach’s activity in harvesting the honey 

44a 
Lily and Zach’s activity in taking care of the last supers as fast as 

they could to be able to harvest 

44b Lily’s daydream about Zach and her who was having fun with snow  

44c 
Zach’s curiosity with Lily’s condition who was still silent all the way 

and refuse to answer his question 

44d 
Description of Lily and Zach’s visit to Mr Clayton Forrest who 

ordered Black Madonna Honey and beeswax candles for his customer 

44e 
Lily’s unstoppable happiness feeling after getting hit and bounce with 

Zach 

44f 
Lily’s special feeling toward Zach which impossible happened and 

might against the law nature 

44g 
Zach’s effort in taking care of the bees which made Lily amazed 

toward him 

44h 
Zach’s explanation about purple honey which only happened in 

summer hot with dry flower 

44i 
Lily’s freezing movement after sucked purple honey from Zach’s 

finger 

44j 
Zach’s effort to avoid further romantic moment with Lily by 

continuing his work with the bees   

45 Lily’s unbearable love feeling toward Zach 

45a 
Lily and Zach’s sparing about Willifred Marchant who was a famous 

writer in Tiburon and Lily’s desire of being a writer 

45b Lily’s tired of her life which made her curse everyone they passed 

45c Lily’s effort in showing her worst sides to hides her feeling  to Zach 

45d 
Zach’s effort to calm down Lily’s sadness by touching her hair and 

supporting her fondness of writing 

46 Rosaleen’s preparation to moved to May’s room 

46a 
Description of Lily’s sadness toward Rosaleen who would move to 

May’s room 

46b 
Rosaleen’s explanation about the purpose of moving was the cot 

could not hold her body anymore 

46c 
Rosaleen’s effort to strengthen and calm down Lily’s feeling through 

saying she would ready anytime for her 

47 Lily’s sadness toward seeing people leave their loved ones 

47a 
August’s curiosity about Lily’s condition after Rosaleen’s moving 

and give an explanation to calm down Lily’s sadness 
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47b 
Lily’s curiosity about August’s book content which was same with 

her situation 

47c Lily’s confusion of how August knew everything about her 

47d Neil and June’s fighting about June’s refusal to marry Neil 

47e 
Lily and August’s worry toward May’s sadness after seeing June and 

Neil’s fighting 

48 Lily, August and Zach’s work for the bees supers  

48a 
Lily, August and Zach’s business to extract the honey to avoid the 

honey lost their favour and became crystallizing 

48b 
Lily’s happiness around the people who loved her especially wasting 

time with Zach  

49 Lily’s loneliness in the honey house after Rosaleen’s moving 

49a 
Description Lily’s loneliness without Rosaleen who always 

accompanied her with her snoring every night 

49b 
Lily’s imagination toward Zach who might accompany her in honey 

house and her mother who would say beautiful things about her 

50 Lily’s togetherness with Zach 

50a 
Zach’s kindness toward Lily by giving her a notebook to helped her 

start writing 

50b 
Description of Zach's love statement to Lily and he knew the 

consequences of it 

50c 
Lily’s fondness of writing through wrote everything every day and 

read it like a story for Zach 

51 Lily’s conversation with August about their Silly fondness and August’s 

Life 

51a 
August’s explanation about her happiness when her favorite month 

coming 

51b 
Lily’s imagination of taking October as her names and being special 

throughout October 

51c 
Lily’s imaginary though while helping August to labeled all the 

honey jar 

51d 
Lily’s thought of how smart bees are in creating perfect hexagon and 

turn flower into sweetness liquid that loved by everyone 

51e 
Lily’s thought about the black Mary who save her life until met 

Boatwright family 

51f 
August’s explanation about black Mary who was Black Madonna of 

Breznichar in Bohemia through reading the whole story about her 

51g 
Lily's fondness of Black Madonna, Rosaleen, and writing stories and 

poems 

5h 
Lily silly fondness toward Coca-Cola with salted peanuts then she 

loved honey, bees and August too 

51i 

August's explanation about Eskimo language that had thirty two 

names of love and it  really different with English which had limited 

words to expressing love 
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51j 
Lily’s curiosity of the reason why August put black Madonna as 

honey labeled  

51k 
August’s explanation of putting black Madonna which kinds of 

delightful for everyone who seeing it  

51l Lily’s curiosity of how August got black Mary statue in patrol 

51m 
August’s explanation about the story Obadiah with a power of Mary 

inside her 

51n 
August’s explanation about her past memory while spending time 

with her family in summer  

51o 
Lily’s desire in having a happiness family memory like what August 

had 

51p 
August’s explanation about her big Mama who introduced her about 

the statues, bees and her past life in Richmond 

51q 
Lily and August’s conversation about August’s life in Virginia before 

came to Tiburon and perspective of married life 

52 Lily’s conversation with August about the secret life of bees until being 

fainted 

52a 
Lily’s curiosity about the reason why August's house was pink 

although she loved blue color  

52b 
August’s explanation about how she loved seeing people’s happiness 

as her main reason of her pink house 

52c 
Lily’s happiness toward listening the bees humming like a fancy 

orchestra 

52d 
Lily’s curiosity of the secret life of bees through asking everything to 

August 

52e 

August’s explanation about the bees which has good navigation, the 

queen or the mother of thousand bees and attendants, and how 

sending them love 

52f 
Lily’s nervousness around the bees until being fainted and then 

flashback memory of her life re-appeared 

52g 
August’s worry’s of Lily’s condition and her desire in talking about 

Lily’s life 

52h 
Lily’s way to avoid August’s question by straight to the pink house 

without waiting her 

53 Lily’s conversation with August and Zach about the relationship 

between colored and whites people 

53a Description of the smells of okra covered the house 

53b 
Lily’s memory of her desire in living a luxurious motel and her 

flashback of her old house except kneeling on the grits 

53c 
Lily’s proud of May who finally could control her sadness by not 

coming to the wall for five days 

53d 
Zach’s explanation about the trending topic of the town which about 

a whites had a date with colored woman 

53e August’s way to avert May’s sadness through asking her went to the 
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kitchen 

53f 
Lily’s desire to the God to vanished the skin pigment to avoid  the 

intolerant in the society 

53g 
Description of August, Rosaleen, May, and Lily’s eating until Zach’s 

coming to get permission to Clayton Forrest’s office 

53h 
Lily’s desire to had time with Zach until begging to August to ask the 

permission to come with him 

54 Lily and Zach’s delivering time to Mr.  Forrest Clayton 

54a 
Mr.  Clayton’s office situation which more like a huge house rather 

than a office with his secretary named Mrs. Lucy 

54b 
Zach’s introduction about Lily's identity  to Mrs. Lucy and Mr  

Forrest 

54c 
Zach’s curiosity about Mr.  Forrest’s cases while load out the honey 

until replaced by Lily 

54d 
Lily’s curiosity of Mr.  Forrest office through looking around the 

office and the picture hang on the wall 

54e 
Lily’s imagination of being happy with T. Ray who might say love to 

her 

54f 
Lily’s decision to made a call to T. Ray, tried to say sorry and asked 

about her favorite color to T. Ray 

54g 
T. Ray’s anger and yelling toward Lily in order to got information 

about Lily newly address 

54h 
Lily’s effort to not crying and sat on the sofa to calm down her 

feeling 

55 Lily and Zach’s leaving from Clayton office 

55a 
Zach’s explanation  about his starting steps of learning about law 

while bringing a lot of book from Mr. Clayton 

55b Lily’s frighten with Mr.  Forrest’s intimating question  

55c 
Lily’s lies confession to avoid further question by Mr.  Forrest by 

saying female trouble to him 

56 Lily’s letter to T. Ray 

56a 
Lily’s effort to wrote down a letter to T. Ray about Lily’s unrequited 

affection from T. Ray 

56b Lily’s precision of the letter before sent it to T. Ray 

57 Lily’s desire of happiness from Mary 

57a 
Description of Lily’s coming to the pink house to used the bathroom 

57b 
Description of the statue’s appearance looked different in the night 

with a candle which still burned 

57c 
Lily’s effort to calmed down her feeling trough put her hand on her 

heart  

57d 
Lily’s desire to Mary covered Lily and Rosaleen's existence to made 

sure the people in her past couldn’t find and take them out 
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58 The Lily’s happiness around the people who love her especially could 

make up her relationship with June  

58a 
Lily’s activity in taking care the bees with sugar water as the bees 

food supplies along the summer 

58b Description of August’s annoyance of the world problem  

58c 
August’s explanation of how to be a true beekeeper by getting ready 

for the bees stung  

58d 
Lily’s desire to became a beekeeper through add it to her list of 

career 

58e 
August's support of Lily's dream through saying that she would be 

fine beekeeper one day 

59 Lily's happiness with Rosaleen and Boatwright sister 

59a 
Lily and August were seeing Rosaleen and May enjoy their tea and 

headed to continue their lunch 

59b 
Lily’s curiosity of big laugh until seeing May and Rosaleen’s 

happiness in playing the water spinner 

59c 
Lily’s happiness while playing the water with August, May and 

Rosaleen 

59d 
Lily’s ignorant in hosing June with the water spinner until made them 

laughed out loud and hugged together 

60 Lily’s day off through spending most of her time imagine about her 

parents 

60a Lily's desire in getting sleep for awhile because of the hot weather 

60b 

Lily’s daydream about T. Ray who really wanted to win his heart and 

her mother who she really wanted to spending time with through pull 

out her mother things 

60c 
Lily’s decision to did not think about her parents and straight to the 

kitchen to fix her mood 

60d 
May’s weird activity in luring the roach with line of broken graham 

crackers and marshmallow 

60e 
Lily’s curiosity with the similarities between her mother and May’s 

way in luring the roach 

60f Lily’s courage in asking May about Deborah Fontane, Lily’s mother 

60g 
Lily’s shock about May’s explanation about Deborah who stayed at 

honey house for awhile 

60h 
Lily’s desire to slept and dream about her mother with roaches 

around her while she lived in the honey house 

61 Lily’s sadness thinking of her mother all the day 

61a 
Lily’s restlessness through made a imagination about her mother’s 

life in every corner of pink house 

61b 
Lily’s lies of being okay to everyone and not ready knowing further 

information about her mother 

62 Another Lily’s sadness on Friday afternoon 
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62a 
Lily’s sadness while staring the panes and listening Sam Cooke song 

which about needing someone to talk about in a awful day 

62b 
Lily’s desire to having a talk with August and got a lot of information 

about her mother 

63 Zach’s loyalty toward his friends through standing beside them 

63a Zach’s effort to persuade Lily to came with him to the town 

63b 
Description of town’s situation was full of whites and colored guys 

who were waiting for Jack Palace and the colored woman. 

63c Lily’s worry toward the situation by asking Zach to back another day 

63d 
Zach’s conversation with colored guys who were talking about Jack 

Palace 

63e 
Description of colored and whites’ enmity because of 

misunderstanding about throwing away a bottle to whites 

63f 
Lily’s desire toward Zach to said the truth to avoid the problem 

although he prefer to stand with his friends 

64 Everyone’s worry and effort to free Zach from prison  

64a Lily’s shock of Zach’s arresting with other three boys to the prison 

64b 
Lily’s effort in telling about Zach’s arresting to August through 

walking down the street to pink house 

64c 
Description of pink house’s worried situation with everyone talking 

about Zach’s arresting 

64d 
Lily’s explanation to everyone in pink house about Zach’s arresting 

incident  

64e 
The conversation among Boatwright sisters, Lily and Mr  Clayton 

about Zach’s bail and condition  

64f 
The patience of Lily in finding out the secret of her mother until 

Zach’s problem completely end 

64g Description of nobody wanted May know about Zach's arresting 

65 Lily and August’s visit to the prison to check Zach’s condition 

65a 
Lily’s worry in entering the jail which made her remain her past in 

jail 

65b 
The police’s interrogation to August and Lily until let them meet 

Zach in the cell 

65c Lily’s effort to resist the smell to not insult the people in the cell 

65d 
August’s effort to calm down Zach’s feeling through telling about 

bee’s longing toward him 

65e 
Lily’s confusion of her desire to say something to strengthen Zach’s 

feeling 

65f 
Description of the police remain them that the time is over for their 

visiting 

65g 
Lily’s promise to write down a story for Zach until she have to leave 

him 

66 May’s rarely condition after heard sadness news 
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66a 
Lily, June and August’s effort to hiding the sadness in front of May 

through doing everything as usual 

66b 
Lily’s heavy feeling of the situation and everything never look 

normal as before 

66c 
August’s effort to restore everyone’s spirit through watching a 

variety show of Ed Sullivan 

66d 
Description of somebody knock the door and May opened up the 

door 

66e 
May’s annoyance in knowing the truth about Zach from Zach’s 

mother, not from his sister or even from Lily 

66f 
Everyone’s worry about May’s condition who rarely look normal 

after heard Zach’s arresting 

66g 
August’s effort to calm down May’s feeling through put towel with 

ice on his head 

66h May’s desire to go to her wall alone although the sky getting dark 

67 May’s death body discovery in the river 

67a 

Everyone’s effort to find out May who had gone about five minutes 

to the wall through yelling out her names many times and discovering 

the river in the woods 

67b 
August’s suggestion to June’s to call the police for a help in finding 

out May 

67c 
Lily’s praying to the God to decrease her fear toward the confusion 

situation of May 

67d 
Lily’s frighten of the police’s coming through staring each other with 

Rosaleen 

67e 
August’s  shock and yelling after seeing May’s body in the water 

with huge stone on her chest  

67f June’s shock after seeing May’s bad condition in the water 

67g 

August’s effort to make sure May’s condition through checking her 

chest and pulled her head to August’s heart until said she was totally 

gone 

67h 
Lily’s effort in helping June and August to carry May’s body to the 

river bank 

67i 
Lily’s curiosity of how the stone is in her chest through thinking of 

many possibilities of how it happens 

67j 
August’s last honor to May through close her eyes with her finger 

slowly 

67k 
k.      Lily’s sadness of May’s death accident until can not hear 

anything even June and August’s conversation 

67l 
August’s irresistible sadness of May’s death accident through hug her 

tightly  

68 The police’s interrogation about May’s death accident 

68a 
Lily’s anxiety of the police interrogation which made her chair 

shacking so fast 

68b Lily’s explanation about May’s death accident  
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68c 
Lily’s lie explanation about her life condition who is an orphan and 

Boatwright’s kindness toward her; costume jewelry and teddy bears.  

68d 
Lily’s lie explanation about the reason of her existence in a colored 

house 

68e Rosaleen’s help through another lie to support Lily’s argument 

68f 
The argument between Lily and the police about the existence of Lily 

as whites who  live with colored women   

68g 
Rosaleen’s sadness for losing May through remembering her from 

her scent in her bed 

68h 
Lily’s daydream about Zach who seem really real for her until she 

realize the real situation 

68i 
Lily’s memory of May’s unforgettable uniqueness; her braids, her 

kindness toward the roach and her beautiful hat  

69 May’s vigil ceremony 

69a 
August’s explanation about the vigil ceremony as the last honor for 

May 

69b 
June’s cello playing “Oh! Susanna” May’s favorite song which made 

everybody smiling sincerely 

69c 
May’s appearance who look beautiful with her blue clothes although 

little bit different with her skinny and pale skin  

69d 
Lily’s memory of May who taught her mother about treating the 

roach while looking at her in coffin   

69e 
Lily’s strengthen desire to telling the truth about who really she is to 

August  

69f 
Lily’s kindness to May through holding her hand and wishing her 

happiness in the heaven 

69g 
Lily’s desire to May in order to send her message to her mother for 

her happiness life and how much she love her mother 

69h Lily’s sadness while saying good bye to May   

70 Zach’s free from the prison 

70a 
Description of   everybody’s effort in eliminating the sadness; Lily 

with writing and August with discovering May’s wall 

70b 

Lily’s surprise in looking at August’s happiness through running 

quickly pass the street while yelling Zach’s name as a sign of his 

return 

70c 
Mr.  Clayton’s explanation about how Zach finally free from the 

prison through the witness from the ticket girl 

70d 
Description of Zach’s coming purpose to say sorry and good bye to 

May 

70e Description of  Zach’s greeting to everyone 

70f 
Lily’s perspective of August’s kindness toward Rosaleen who might 

bring her into her sisterhood named July 

70g Mr.  Clayton and Zach’s turn to give the last honor to May 
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70h 
Zach’s sadness of May’s death which because of his fault of being 

arrested 

70i 
August's explanation to strengthen Zach's feeling to not blame his 

self of May's death  

71 Description of bees over death 

71a 
August’s happiness of Zach’s freedom through invite him for a help 

to draping the hives 

71b 
Lily’s observing of how August draping hives with black cotton and 

being curious of it 

71c 
August’s explanation about draping hives with black cotton which 

symbolize of mourning based on the story of Aristaeus 

71d 
Description August’s telling a story about Aristaeus which told about 

the bee’s power over death 

71e 
Lily’s confusion about the story and philosophy of dripping the black 

cotton to the hives 

71f 
August’s explanation about meaning of dripping the hives is the life’s 

circle 

71g Lily’s imagination of buried in beehive tomb and being reincarnation 

72 The daughter of Mary’s coming for the May’s funeral 

72a 
The coming of the Daughter of Mary to the pink house and preparing 

the funeral foods 

72b 
Description of everyone’s togetherness in eating while standing in the 

kitchen 

72c 
Description of everyone gathering and sitting with May in the patrol 

while eating salted baked seed named Manna  

72d 
The daughter of Mary’s perspective how good May’s look like which 

can be displayed in funeral house 

72e 
Lily’s worry about the daughter’s ideas of displaying May in funeral 

house while looking at August 

72f 
Sugar girl’s explanation about the funeral home which belongs to 

rich whites to calm down Lily’s worry 

72g Lily’s happiness to sugar girl who do not thing that she is different 

72h 
Lily’s perspectives of whites and colored people who have same 

position through seeing how special they are among us 

73 August’s finding of May’s suicide note 

73a 
August’s enthusiasm of finding May’s suicide note through yelling 

out loud to spread the information 

73b June’s curiosity about May’s letter content 

73c August reading the May’s suicide note 

73d 
August and June’s conversation living happily ever after like what 

May write down in her letter 

74 The continuation of June and Neil’s relationship 

74a 
June’s confusion of her decision about her future relationship with 

Neil after getting the boom from August 
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74b 
August, Zach and Lily’s activities in opening the hives from the 

black cotton to avoid losing the bees 

74c 
The coming of the daughter of Mary to sat with May, telling a story 

and saying another good bye to her 

74d 
Description of  everyone’s sensitivity through giving space and time 

for June and Neil to talk 

75 The bee’s buzzing along the May’s burial 

75a 
May’s time for the burial which made the bees buzzing around the 

house 

75b 
Description of the bee’s buzzing sound still heard until the cemetery 

when May’s body put into the ground 

75c 
Lily’s imagination of the buzzing as the sound of the leaving soul 

from the body 

76 Everybody’s effort to return their normal and happiness life 

76a 
August’s mourning after the May’s burial through mostly spending 

her time alone in the woods and did nothing 

76b 
Lily’s confusion to the world which did not let her telling August 

everything about her mother 

76c 
Lily’s missed of her daily routine and togetherness with Boatwright 

sister and Rosaleen and spend most of her time with writing 

76d 
Lily’s silliness activity through counting the trees until the bird land 

of it  

76e 
Lily’s discovery of Tiburon Map while wondering her life out of 

Boatwright’s house 

77 The coming of Neil and Zach 

77a 
Neil’s effort to re arrange June’s though about married through take 

her around to see the happiness world 

77b 
Lily and Zach’s conversation about changing the world’s thought of 

colored people 

78 The returned of family’s happiness condition  

78a 
Lily’s happiness about their first meal together with the Boatwright 

and Rosaleen after mourning all the week 

78b 
The debating between June and Rosaleen about June’s decision of 

her further relationship with Neil 

78c 
Lily and August’s weird favorite desert which made June’s shock and 

confuse toward them 

78d 

Lily’s  enjoyment drinking the flavor combination of coke with salted 

peanut while thinking about her luckiest of having June, August and 

Rosaleen in her life 

78e Description of  hail Mary after May’s death 

79 Lily’s movement to honey house 

79a 
Lily’s movement to honey house after staying in May’s room all the 

week 
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79b 
Lily’s confusion feeling of everything which might change after the 

truth released 

79c 
Lily’s desire to go back to May’s house and listening rosaleen’s snore 

to eliminate the fear in her 

80 June’s acceptance toward Neil’s marriage proposal 

80a 
Lily’s laziness morning routine without honey processing work until 

the smell of fresh cakes wake her up  

80b 
June, August, Rosaleen’s  happiness preparation for the Mary day 

through make some cakes for the ceremony 

80c 
August’s explanation about the tradition of Mary Assumption feast 

and the story behind it 

80d 
August’s favorite days especially the coming of the daughter of Mary 

for the two days feast  

80e 
August’s insistence to Lily with her cereal for helping them with all 

the preparation that needed for the feast 

80f 
Neil’s coming to get a talk with June which sound stiff coming out 

from him 

80g 
Neil’s effort to propose June to marry him which made everyone 

grumpy toward June’s silent 

80h 
June’s happiness in accepting Neil’s proposal which made everyone 

happy too 

80i 
Conversation among August, Lily and Rosaleen in talking about June 

romantic story 

81 Lily’s bustling along the preparation of the Mary day 

81a 
Lily’s bustling activities in preparing the Mary day through making 

and setting up ornament in the house 

81b 
Lily’s effort to not staring Zach too long although he looks so 

prestige to look at 

81c 
Lily’s effort to place the candle wax in a glass and little holes around 

the grass 

81d Lily’s curiosity about the function of the chain in the ceremony 

82 The first day of Mary day 

82a Lily’s exhaustion after her bustling in preparing the Mary day 

82b 
June’s happiness through showing off her beautiful diamond ring 

which might May love that too 

82c 
Lily’s persistence to talk about her mother  to August no matter what 

the situation it is  

82d 
The festivity of Mary day with a lot of people gather in the patrol 

with beautiful Christmas light and candles around the porch 

82e 
Lily’s fondness toward the Boatwright’s house with all its warmth 

from the deep of her heart 

82f 
Lily’s happiness conversation with the daughters about making blue 

hat for Lily  
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82g 
The Mary’s day procession started with eating together and standing 

around while feeding the Mary’s honey cake each other 

82h 
Lily’s admiration of the procession which change Lily’s perception 

toward the better world 

82i 
June’s apologize toward Lily for being hard from the first time 

meeting 

82j 
Lily’s imagination of feeding Zach and hopes for softens world with 

him 

82k 
Zach and Neil’s effort to carry on the statue to the honey house for 

chaining her along the night 

82l 
Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to humming the unknown song for Mary 

while carrying burning candle 

82m 
August’s explanation about the Black Mary story with cello music 

from June  

82n 
Description of everyone sunk in their meditation while Zach’s staring 

toward Lily 

82o 
Lily’s disapproval in terms of “Remembering” especially 

remembering her sadness  memory 

83 Lily and Zach’s conversation about their special feeling with one 

another 

83a 
Zach and Lily’s togetherness while holding Lily's hand in 

discovering the woods 

83b 
Lily’s fondness toward river with all calmness and happiness that is 

served 

83c 
Lily’s explanation about her unpleasant memory about bullied by the 

boys in the river near her house 

83d 
Lily’s effort to save the fish through soak in the water but not last 

long until they were die 

83e 
Zach’s confide about his hatred of the world which also happened to 

the bullied boys 

83f 
Lily and Zach’s romantic moment until washed away by each other’s 

feeling’ 

83g 
Lily’s imagination about Zach future who might bring changes along 

the South Carolina 

83h 
Zach’s explanation about his special feeling to Lily although he 

knows the consequences 

83i Zach’s promises about their togetherness in the future   

84  The beginning of the truth about Lily’s Parent 

84a 
Lily and Zach’s activities in helping clean up the mess after the 

ceremony 

84b Lily’s persistence to talk to August through waiting her in her room 

84c 
August’s room appearance with smell of beeswax, blue furniture 

dominated her room and Aquarium with huge honey comb 

84d 
August’s book collection which mostly about bees and one book 

about Mary 
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84e 
Lily’s curiosity about book of Mary through discovering every 

picture of Mary 

84f 
Lily’s patience in waiting August through thinking of scary prison 

movies 

84g Lily’s nervousness after heard August’s step to the room 

84h 
August’s  explanation about everything that she knew about Lily 

from the first time  

84i 
Lily’s shock while hearing August’s explanation that she knew her 

lies and everything 

84j 
August’s explanation about Deborah’s fondness of peanut butter, tea 

parties for her dolls and her dislike toward school home work 

84k 
Lily’s imagination about the togetherness between August and 

Deborah on a tree limb 

84l 
Lily’s explanation about her father’s cruelty and his comment about 

Deborah’s leaving 

84m Lily’s sadness of everything that happened to her life 

84n 
August’s kindness to calm down Lily’s feeling through giving her a 

hug and asking her to let it out  

84o 
Lily’s explanation about the miserable detail about Rosaleen’s 

arresting incident until get her out from the hospital 

84p 
Lily’s uncontrolled sadness while saying her accidental involvement 

in the death of her mother 

84q 
August’s wise way to strengthen Lily’s feeling through saying that 

she deserves to be loved and many people love her 

84r 
Lily’s speechless feeling after knowing that everyone love her 

unconditionally 

85 Lily and August’s conversation about Deborah’s life with T. Ray until 

death with a gun 

85a 
Lily’s explanation about her mother’s black Mary picture with hand 

written of ‘Tiburon, S.C. as signpost for Lily to August 

85b 
Lily’s imagination about togetherness between August and little 

Deborah  

85c 
Lily’s explanation of her effort in knowing August’s address through 

asking the clerk at the restaurant who sell August’s honey 

85d 
August’s explanation about Deborah’s imaginary friends named Tica 

Tee and her dark life 

85e 
Lily and August’s conversation about Deborah’s parent and life until 

live in Boatwright’s house  

85f 
August’s explanation of Deborah’s journey to Sylvan until got 

married with T. Ray 

85g 
August and Lily’s conversation about T. Ray’s kindness toward 

Deborah until she was being pregnant and forced to marry him 

85h 
Lily’s sadness of being unwanted child and made her mother stuck 

with T. Ray 
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85i 
August’s worry toward Lily and suggest her to sleep and continued it 

tomorrow 

85j 
Lily’s persistence to pretend that she was fine through trying to sound 

calm 

85k Lily’s persistence to know everything about her mother from August 

85l 
August’s explanation about Deborah’s letter which mostly about little 

Lily and her farewell with T. Ray 

85m 
August’s explanation about Deborah’s depression and her effort to 

come to pink house without Lily 

85n 
Lily’s sadness and hatred of her miserable mother who left her alone 

with T. Ray 

85o 
August’s further explanation about Deborah’s condition who look 

skinny and miserable until should went to mental institution 

85p 
Lily and August’s conversation about Deborah who plan to live with 

Lily in Tiburon until  she got fighting and die with a gun 

85q 
August’s effort to calm down Lily’s feeling through take her to her 

room and say that none of human live without made mistakes 

86 Lily’s loneliness in the honey house 

86a 
Lily’s restlessness with so much heavy information about her mother 

and stayed up all night 

86b 
Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling through sitting cross-legged in 

front of Mary to take out all her anger 

86c 

Lily’s anger of her mother through throwing honey jars and 

everything at the wall as hard as she can and blood splattered on her 

hand 

86d 
Lily’s powerful sadness of being disappointed of herself, lived with a 

belief that her mother loved her but the reality was not same 

86e 
Description of honey house’s situation such kind of mess because of 

Lily’s anger 

87 

  
Rosaleen’s worry to Lily’s condition 

87a 
Rosaleen’s worry toward Lily’s condition with bleeding on her arms 

and mess at the honey house 

87b 
Lily’s confession to Rosaleen about doing such a mess through 

throwing some honey jars to the wall 

87c 
Rosaleen’s kindness in taking care Lily’s wound to avoid the 

infection 

87d 
Rosaleen’s explanation about T. Ray’s conversation with Mrs. 

Watson who taking care of Lily after her mother left her 

87e 
Lily’s explanation about her anger toward her mother who left her 

when she was a child and her conversation with August 

88 Rosaleen and Lily cleaned up the mess in honey house 

88a 
Lily and Rosaleen hard work to clean up everything until it back the 

it was 

88b Lily’s feeling which feel heavy inside and emptied spirit toward 
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everything 

89 The procession of the last day of Mary day 

89a The daughter and Otis comes to the pink house for the potluck dishes 

89b Lily’s desire of being alone with no one and back to the honey house 

89c 
Lily’s desire to talk about everything to Zach although she didn’t 

have any courage of it 

89d 
Description of  the last day of Mary day with everyone gathering in 

the yard  

89e Description of Zach and Neil bringing the statue to the yard 

89f Description of Sugar girl’s commotion of her wig in a hot day 

89g 
Description of the beginning of the last Mary through reading the 

bible and other ceremony activities 

89h 
Description of everyone’s activities during the ceremony through 

making a circle and rubbing the statue with honey 

89i Lily’s patience in waiting her turn to wash her hand from the honey    

90 August’s explanation about Deborah stuffs 

90a 
Description of  everyone’s leaving after clean up and put the statue 

back to patrol 

90b Lily’s daydream about fascinating question of miracle from the bible 

90c Description of August's coming to meet Lily in the honey house 

90d 
August’s coming with a box of Lily’s mother stuff on the day she 

went to Sylvan for Lily 

90e 
August’s explanation about every stuffs in the box to Lily and might 

imagine about Deborah every time looking at them 

90f 
August’s advice to Lily about forget all the hatred of her mother and 

begin to love her again 

90g 
Lily’s curiosity of her mother’s poetry book which made her feel 

sorry of her 

90h 
Lily’s happiness after seeing a picture of togetherness Lily and her 

mother with a lot of affection from her 

91 Description of Lily's way to calm down her sadness 

91a 
Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling trough spending most of her 

time enjoying the river 

91b 
Lily’s confusion of her sadness toward bring her mother’s stuff 

everywhere and put them in the corner in the night 

91c 
Lily’s hatred with Deborah and T. Ray who made her life became 

misfortune  

91d 
Lily’s thought of being such a crazy person who made everyone 

worried of her 

92 The preparation of June’s wedding 

92a 
Everyone’s activities for preparing June’s wedding on October 10 in 

the yard under the myrtle three 

92b 
Lily’s sneaking of August and June’s conversation about June’s 

regret of refusing the marry proposal many times and May 
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92c August’s advice for June to make her strong until the wedding 

93 Rosaleen’s time to get her vote card 

93a Lily’s lies of Rosaleen’s dress to cheer up Rosaleen’s feeling 

93b 
Lily’s worry of Rosaleen’s desire in getting vote card which remain 

her about the arresting incident 

93c August’s happiness toward Lily who finally had desire to eat 

93d Lily’s activities through cook 2 sausages and head back to the woods 

93e 
Lily’s imagination about Rosaleen’s effort to go the voter card until 

being happy after getting the vote card 

94 Zach’s worry to Lily who might left the Boatwright’s house 

94a Zach’s curiosity about Lily’s who might back to her dad’s house 

94b Lily’s answer of her possibilities to be back to T. Ray’s house 

94c 
Zach’s desire of being a student in whites school which made Lily’s 

worry of it 

95 Rosaleen’s happiness after getting her vote card 

95a 
Rosaleen’s happiness of being able to register her voter and has vote 

card 

95b Rosaleen’s desire to vote Mr.  Johnson for the election day 

95c 
Lily’s affection toward Rosaleen through hug her from the back and 

saying love to her 

96 Lily’s beginning new life through clean up everything in the honey 

house 

96a 
Lily’s activities in the night through cleaning everything in the honey 

house and arranging them on the shelf 

96b 
Lily’s tired after all the cleanliness that she had done through trying 

to sleep 

96c 
Lily’s desire to give up of all the sadness truth and let them be they 

were 

97 Lily’s firstly show up after being grieve 

97a 
Lily’s showing off as her brand new life to the pink house through 

looking  beautiful and eating the breakfast  

97b 
August’s invitation to Lily to come with her and show her something 

in the hives 

97c 
Description of August who finally wear the beekeeper suit after long 

time 

97d 
August’s explanation about May who taught Deborah about making 

line with graham cracker and the special of living creature 

97e 
August and Lily’s conversation about bee’s sadness after the queen 

dies which same with Lily’s situation 

97f 
August’s explanation about Beatrix’s story which indicate that Mary 

can be Lily’s mother when Deborah left her 

97g Lily’s memory of the day she touch Mary heart in the pink house 

97h 

August’s explanation about Mary who always stay in Lily’s heart, 

support and strengthen her even when she was in Sylvan with her 

cruelty father 
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97i 
Lily’s calmness feeling after heard August explanation through close 

her eyes for awhile 

97j Description of Lily back home and seeing August was already there 

98 Lily and T. Ray’s argumentation about taking Lily back to Sylvan 

98a 
Lily’s laziness to open up the door when she was writing something 

in the book 

98b Description of T. Ray’s coming with neatly dressed 

98c Lily’s frighten of T. Ray who might drag her to Sylvan 

98d 
Lily’s effort to look calm through invite him to the house and sit 

down 

98e 
T. Ray’s anger through saying his effort to find Lily and desire to 

drag her back to Sylvan 

98f 
Lily’s frighten to T. Ray while explain her about the statue in the 

patrol 

98g 
Lily and T. Ray’s conversation about how T. Ray know Lily’s 

existence 

98h 
Lily’s lies about Rosaleen’s existence to T. Ray who look happy with 

that and string to Lily’s pin 

98i 
Lily and T. Ray’s argument about Deborah’s pin which T. Ray’s gift 

to Deborah on her birthday 

98j 
Lily’s explanation about Deborah and August relationship until come 

to Sylvan 

98k Description of  T. Ray’s shock after heard everything from Lily  

98l 
Description of Lily’s shock of T.Ray’s attitude who look confuse of 

her explanation 

98m 
T. Ray’s anger of leaving him through puss Lily until she fell down 

and kick her with her boots 

98n 
T. Ray cruelty through forced her to come back with him and 

threatened her with a knife 

98o 
T. Ray’s anger of his sadness of Deborah’s leaving through vent it to 

Lily 

98p 
Lily’s effort to let her hand free from T. Ray through yelling out loud 

and calling her “Daddy” 

98q 
T. Ray’s force Lily to come with him to Sylvan although Lily refuse 

it 

98r 
T’ Ray and August’s argument to fight over who will take care of 

Lily 

98s 
August’s persuasion to T. Ray to let Lily stay in Boatwright’s house 

and be a beekeeper 

98t 
T. Ray’s approval to let Lily stay in Boatwright’s house with no 

sincerity 

98u 
T. Ray left the house, but Lily stopped him to asked about the day on 

her mother died  

98v 
Description of everyone’s kindness to Lily through bought some 

furniture for Lily’s room 
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98w 
Lily's blessing to Mary of all happiness that she got through visiting 

the black Mary Everyday 

98x 
Lily’s happiness life in staying around everyone who loves her very 

much like her mother 
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Appendix 3. Classification of Lily Owens’s Characterizations 

No Characterizations Sequences Description 

1 Religious 1b Lily's confusing and fuss teenager life, but still 

loved the bees 

Lily was fuss of her life which made her 

comparing her life with Virgin Mary and angel 

Gabriel 

1g Lily's imagination to got affection from her 

mother if she were still alive who would 

strengthen her and took care of her 

Lily was imagine meet her mother and talked 

many things with her in heaven 

27b Lily's nervousness to knock Boatwright’s front 

door by saying the name of God with loud heart 

beating 

Lily said the name of the God when she knock 

the door of Boatwright’s house to vanished her 

frighten 

27e Lily's observation of a statue's appearance and 

magnetism symbol feeling toward the statue 

Lily felt the magical feeling which remain her 

about the sun in the afternoon vanished the 

darkness with its shine 

27f Lily's imagination of the statue which seems like 

told about her strengthen aspects and shame at the 

same time 

Lily felt that the statue knew about her, her bad 

attitude even the good one. It made Lily felt 

goodness and shame at once. 

33a Description Mary's worship by kneeling in front 

of the statue named Our lady of Chain in 

Boatwright’s house 

Lily and others were usually praying in the 

evening which called  Our lady of Chain by the 

Boatwright 

33e Lily's desire help from Mary to made invisible 

cover around the house 

Lily prayed for Marry to not let the people 

from her past took her back to T. Ray 
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38c August’s explanation about the story about Our 

Lady of Chains as the beginning of the worship 

August was glad when Lily and Rosaleen came 

for the worship and began the worship with 

telling story about Our Lady of Chains since 

Lily and Rosaleen came for the worship for the 

first time 

38e Lily’s desire to touch the statue’s heart until the 

darkness swallowed her and fainted 

In the last agenda of the worship called as 

touching the lady's heart, one by one touched 

the lady's heart until the time for Lily's turn,  

suddenly she was fainted and woke up in 

August's room 

51e Lily’s thought about the black Mary who save her 

life until met Boatwright family 

Lily was very bless that she found black Mary 

which had same similarities with the picture 

that belong to her mother in the store then lead 

her to Boatwright family   

53e Lily’s desire to the God to vanished the skin 

pigment to avoid  the intolerant in the society 

Lily wished to the God to vanished the skin 

pigment so there were not any crime or 

intolerant about skin color racism 

57d Lily’s desire to Mary covered Lily and Rosaleen's 

existence to made sure the people in her past 

couldn’t find and take them out 

Lily prayed to Mary to forgive her mistake, did 

not let people find them, made everyone love 

her, never be a liar again and made everyone 

had a good heart. For the last she touches 

Mary's heart and told her that Mary was also 

her mother too 

67c Lily’s praying to the God to decrease her fear 

toward the confusion situation of May 

Lily decided to pray to Mary for May 
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82g The Mary’s day procession started with eating 

together and standing around while feeding the 

Mary’s honey cake each other 

Lily and others were starting the Mary day with 

eating the honey cake together 

82l Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to humming the 

unknown song for Mary while carrying burning 

candle 

Lily had no idea about the Mary song, but she 

tried to follow the song although only 

humming the song 

86b Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling through 

sitting cross-legged in front of Mary to take out 

all her anger 

Lily sit in front of Mary and wished to take out 

her anger 

89d Description of  the last day of Mary day with 

everyone gathering in the yard  

Everyone was getting ready for the last Mary 

ceremony while June was waiting with her 

cello in the yard. June music was very calming, 

it touched until the secret chamber of the heart 

and able to let the sadness go. Lily imagined of 

her mother in trail bus while she was four years 

old and sleeping with a napped  

89g Description of the beginning of the last Mary 

through reading the bible and other ceremony 

activities 

August led the Assumption of Mary ceremony 

with reading the bible. Then continued with the 

lady of chains who was able free from the 

chains and finally feel the freedom 

89h Description of everyone’s activities during the 

ceremony through making a circle and rubbing 

the statue with honey 

Lily with others were making a circle and 

Cressie took Lily's hand and let her rubbing the 

statue with sun warmed honey on right on her 

heart. It made Lily curious of the reason why 

people did that, then she got all the answer 
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from Cressie that honey was preservative. it 

means they preserving the statue for another 

years. and it also invited the ants to come to the 

Lady. they covered the lady until it turned into 

gold, full of honey 

90b Lily’s daydream about fascinating question of 

miracle from the bible 

Lily daydream about fascinating question of a 

miracle from the bible happen to somebody 

97g Lily’s memory of the day she touch Mary heart in 

the pink house 

Lily remembered the night she touched the 

lady's heart and said the lady was Lily's mother 

now. Then she repeated August's words that the 

lady was inside our hearts and able to find our 

mother inside the hearts although already had 

the real one 

98f Lily’s frighten to T. Ray while explain her about 

the statue in the patrol 

Lily told T. Ray that the statue is Mary, the 

mother of Jesus with frighten voice 

98w Lily's blessing to Mary of all happiness that she 

got through visiting the black Mary Everyday 

Lily felt bless to the Mary and regularly 

visiting her in patrol 

 

2 Tolerant 14e Description of Rosaleen's belief which 

combination of nature and ancestor worship 

Rosaleen's religion was combination of and 

ancestor worship. T. Ray said it was something 

weird and sould far away from it, but Lily 

respect it because her religious made Rosaleen 

love the nature and respect the ancestor 

especially her mother 
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82l Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to humming the 

unknown song for Mary while carrying burning 

candle 

Lily and Rosaleen were trying to sing the song 

through humming because they did not any 

idea of the song lyric 

 

3 Intelligent 2b Lily' s memory of her mother who tried to 

overcome the hot wheatear in the room through 

take off the sweater and opened up the window 

Lily was able to remember slightly memory 

with her mother on her last day although she 

was four years old in that time 

2f Lily’s memory of her parents quarrels with loud 

noise from the sparkling gun which made Lily 

lost her mother 

Lily was able to remember the detail of the gun 

accident which kill her mother; hasten the 

clothes to her suitcase, her quarrels with T. Ray 

and the loud noise of the gun which rarely 

remembered by four years old child 

3h Lily's persistence to went to a charming school 

which taught her everything to be a charming girl 

Lily had big desire to join charming school and 

eager to learnt everything needed to became a 

charming girl which made her debate with 

Rosaleen about charming school  

4d Lily's perception of Rosaleen's kindness from her 

attitude toward Lily behind her sharp ways 

especially when she bought Lily a chick and 

defended her from T. Ray’s anger 

Lily was able to recognize Rosaleen's kindness 

behind her sharp ways through remembering 

her kindness toward Lily especially when she 

bought Lily a chick and defended her from T. 

Ray's anger 

5d Lily’s finding of her mother’s inheritances and 

examine the photograph situation and tried to find 

out the similarity between them 

Lily examined Deborah's picture; made a story 

as her interpretation of the picture situation and 

examined the picture to find out the similarities 
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between Lily and Deborah 

5g Lily’s way in hiding her mother inheritances from 

T. Ray through put them in a tin box and buried 

in the peaches orchard 

Lily hided her mother inheritances in a tin box 

which buried in the peaches orchard. The 

chosen of tin box was to made sure the things 

would not be damaged by animals on the 

ground, water and weather changes  

6d Lily’s fondness toward Mrs. Henry assignment 

about Shakespeare play which made her thrilled 

as the luckiest girl in Sylvan  

Lily manipulated her friends that she hate Mrs. 

Henry assignment, but deep in her heart Lily 

was very happy because of she could imagine 

of being the luckiest girl in Sylvan 

6e Mrs. Henry’s recognition of Lily’s intelligent and 

future possibilities to became a professor or 

writer 

Mrs. Henry said that Lily was a smart student 

who might be professor or writer 

6g Lily’s fondness of writing by keeping up her 

collection of writings; everything about horse and 

philosophy of life  

Lily loved writing especially about horse. So 

she kept her writing collection ever time she 

finish wrote something 

6h Mrs. Henry's kindness toward Lily through giving 

her suggestion about scholarship and lent her few 

books 

Mrs. Henry belief that Lily had possibility of 

being a professor. So she decided to suggest 

her about scholarship and lent her few books 

6j Lily's way to killing the time in peaches stand 

through making up poems until did not have any 

rhyming words 

Lily loved spending her time in peach stand 

with writing a poem or reading a book. Lily 

would make up poems until did not have any 

rhyming words 
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7b Lily’s re-appeared memory about the explosion 

that killed her mother 

Lily was able to remember the detail of the gun 

accident which kill her mother; the room 

situation, the fought and the gun  

7c Lily’s way to calming herself by visiting her 

special place in peach orchard when the memory 

of the explosion appeared 

Lily knew well how to calming down her 

sadness about the death accident through 

visiting her special place in the peach orchard 

where the memory of her mother buried in 

7e T. Ray’s shocks about Lily’s memory about the 

incident who was 4 years old on that day 

Lily was able to remember every detail of the 

death accident although she was four years old 

in that time 

10e Lily’s firmness in facing T. Ray’s punishment; 

kneeling on Martha White grits for an hour 

Lily knew exactly what kind of punishment she 

would be face; Martha white, kneeling on grits 

for an hour 

13a Lily’s lies about sanitary supplies in getting 

permission from T. Ray to went to the town with 

Rosaleen 

Lily tried to getting permission from T. Ray, so 

she said a lies to got his permission 

13b Lily’s memory of her mother effort to lure the 

roaches with trails of graham-cracker crumbs and 

marshmallow 

Lily was able to remember how her mother lure 

the roaches without harm it through made rails 

of graham-cracker crumbs and marshmallow 

14g Lily's effort to change Brother Gerald's attention 

from Rosaleen to herself through told him about 

her birthday 

The conversation between Rosaleen and 

Brother Gerald became more intense, so Lily 

decide to change the attention through talking 

about her birthday 
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16a Lily’s confusion toward Mr. Gaston’s weird 

nickname "Shoe" which better called "Ears" 

because of his small ears 

Lily was feeling confused because of why Mr. 

Gaston's friend called him Shoe. Lily thought 

there was nothing weird with her shoes which 

made people called him Shoe. The only thing 

that Lily noticed from Mr. Gaston was her ears, 

which looked small from other normal ears. So, 

she thought that he was better called Ears 

because of his unique ears   

18a Description of T. Ray’s anger seen from the way 

he drove the car and speedometer pointed about 

seventy or eighty km/hours 

When Lily and T. Ray already in the car, the 

speedometer pointed seventy until eighty 

km/hr, jammed the accelerator hardly which 

made Lily felt sorry to the truck  

18j Lily's preparation to left the house by putting 

everything to her bag; toiletries, her mother 

inheritances and wrote down a letter for T. Ray  

Lily was well prepared before left the house, 

she put everything toiletries and her mother 

inheritances. Besides, she wrote down a letter 

for T. Ray which said she would left his house 

and found out another roof for her  

18k Lily’s effort to sneak out of the house without 

known by T. Ray 

Lily tried to get out from the house without 

being noticed by T. Ray through walked in 

silent and crawled until she met Snout which 

almost made Lily caught by T. Ray 

19a Lily’s decision to Tiburon after free Rosaleen 

from the jail which a place might keep secrets 

about Lily's mother 

Lily had two plans, namely; took Rosaleen out 

from the jail and decided to Tiburon where 

Deborah had come to 

20d Mr. Gaston's explanation about Rosaleen's good Lily knew well she faced with a cops, so she 
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condition while gave Lily a warning look and 

threatening her to did not come to met Rosaleen 

in hospital 

pretended that she would agree with him  

21d Lily’s persistence to persuade Rosaleen to left the 

hospital through saying the possibilities of being 

killed by the three men 

Lily asked Rosaleen to got out from the 

hospital, but she refused it. So, Lily convinced 

her through frighten her that she might be 

killed by the three men if she was not coming 

with Lily 

21e Lily’s effort to disguise the appearance of 

Rosaleen to avoid the people’s suspicion through 

changed her clothes and removed the bandage   

Lily asked Rosaleen to change her clothes and 

take off the bandage, so when the out from the 

room, no one would be suspect them 

21g Lily’s trick in tricking the security guard with a 

fake phone call to fight off the police from the 

door 

Lily used fake call through pretended that she 

was Mrs. Gaston and asked the girl who answer 

the phone to send the policemen in the hospital 

to back to the jail 

34a Description of Lily’s first lesson about facing the 

real bees named  bees yard etiquette 

Lily learn about the bees yard etiquette from 

August; the function of beekeeper suit, and the 

stung from the bees 

34b Lily’s preparation in facing the real bees by 

wearing beekeeper suit as a protection from the 

bees 

Lily worn beekeeper suit for protecting her 

body from the bees stung 

41d Lily and Zach’s conversation about their planning 

job in the future and their pessimistic hope of 

their future 

Lily desire of being writer and English teacher 

one day while Zach was planning to be a 

lawyer 
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45a Lily and Zach’s sparing about Willifred Marchant 

who was a famous writer in Tiburon and Lily’s 

desire of being a writer 

Zach knew that Lily planned to be a writer after 

they talked about Willifred Marchant, a famous 

writer in Tiburon 

49a Zach’s kindness toward Lily by giving her a 

notebook to helped her start writing 

Zach knew that Lily love write something so he 

gave her a green notebook 

49b Lily’s fondness of writing through wrote 

everything every day and read it like a story for 

Zach 

Lily really loved writing, so she wrote 

everything all day long, when she end it up she 

read the story to Zach 

51g Lily's fondness of Black Madonna, Rosaleen, and 

writing stories and poems 

Lily loved writing stories and poems, and she 

would very happy if somebody give her topic 

for her writing content 

66a Lily, June and August’s effort to hiding the 

sadness in front of May through doing everything 

as usual 

Everyone pretended that everything was 

alright, not bothering with smile, did not talk 

about Zach and did everything as usual 

although it was quite difficult 

70a Description of   everybody’s effort in eliminating 

the sadness; Lily with writing and August with 

discovering May’s wall 

Lily preferred to write down something to 

eliminate the sadness after May's death 

76c  Lily’s missed of her daily routine and 

togetherness with Boatwright sister and Rosaleen 

and spend most of her time with writing 

Lily missed her happiness life in Boatwright’s 

house then she decided to write down 

something and help Rosaleen in the kitchen 

93b Lily’s worry of Rosaleen’s desire in getting vote 

card which remain her about the arresting 

Lily worried of Rosaleen who would get her 

vote and it made Lily remembered the arresting 
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incident accident, the men and the jail situation 

98a Lily’s laziness to open up the door when she was 

writing something in the book 

Lily was writing everything in her new 

notebook from Zach, she wrote everything that 

happen since the Mary day and did not bother 

with the door knock 

 

4 Creative 1h Lily's misfortune life without a figure of a mother 

who had a messy appearance and an ignorance 

father 

Without a figure of a mother, Lily had messy 

hair and lived with ignorance father who refuse 

to buy her bristle rollers. So she had to be 

creative through using juice can to roll her hair 

which made her become insomniac  

4b Lily's creative in making the jar looked beautiful 

with putting some flower ornament as respect for 

living things 

Lily made the jar look beautiful through 

decorating it with fealty petals, pollen and also 

the holes as respect for living things 

5g Lily’s way in hiding her mother inheritances from 

T. Ray through put them in a tin box and buried 

in the peaches orchard 

Lily hide her mother inheritances in a tin box 

which buried in the peaches orchard to keep 

them save from T. Ray 

6j Lily's way to killing the time in peaches stand 

through making up poems until did not have any 

rhyming words 

Lily loved spending her time in peach stand 

with writing a poem. It made Lily won't be 

bored in summer time. Lily would make up 

poems until did not have any rhyming words 

7c Lily’s way to calming herself by visiting her 

special place in peach orchard when the memory 

Lily was regularly visiting the peach orchard 

every night, especially when she missed her 

mother or the memory of her mother died 
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of the explosion appeared occurred in her mind 

16a Lily’s confusion toward Mr. Gaston’s weird 

nickname "Shoe" which better called "Ears" 

because of his small ears 

When Lily observed that there was nothing 

weird with Mr. Gaston's shoes. So, she thought 

that he was better called Ears because of his 

unique ears  

21g Lily’s trick in tricking the security guard with a 

fake phone call to fight off the police from the 

door 

Lily used fake call through pretended that she 

was Mrs. Gaston and asked the girl who answer 

the phone to send the policemen in the hospital 

to back to the jail 

 

5 Critical 1a Lily’s fondness of the bees  especially on their 

beautiful wings in the darkness 

Lily observed every detail of the bees; the 

buzzing sound and shining wings when they 

flew around Lily's room 

1e Lily's perspective about  Rosaleen's craziness idea 

about bees as a sign of death  

Lily knew what life is, full of obstacle and 

challenge. She thought that death was not the 

worst thing for some people who knew well 

about life  

2d  The effort of  Lily to find out her mother’s scent 

through discovering every perfume bottle in 

Mercantile Sylvan 

Lily regularly identify the perfume scent in 

Sylvan Mercantile to find out identical perfume 

of her mother 

2e Lily's finding of her mother's scent which only 

plain Ponds Cold Cream from her fifth-grade 

teacher 

Lily found the answer of her question about her 

mother scent when she smell her fifth-grade 

and found that it only scent of plain Ponds Cold 
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Cream 

4d Lily's perception of Rosaleen's kindness from her 

attitude toward Lily behind her sharp ways   

especially when she bought Lily a chick and 

defended her from T. Ray’s anger 

Lily knew that Rosaleen was kind woman 

behind of her sharp ways; slightly and lie 

comment about Lily. She knew Rosaleen's 

kindness when she bought her a chick which 

made T. Ray being angry of Lily and defended 

Lily from T. Ray's anger 

8e Lily’s confusion of being excited or worried 

about the civil right for Negroes 

Lily was worried because of the people who 

talked about negroes which kind of 

competition; do or die contest 

10b Lily’s effort to sneaked out from the house to dig 

up the tin box with her mother things in it 

Lily remembered where she buried the box 

which buried in under the tree eight row left 

12c Lily’s worry about Rosaleen desire in having a 

vote because of the violence news  in the 

television and the cruelty of the people to 

complicate them to got the voting 

Lily became worry about Rosaleen and Voting 

because of the violence news that appeared in 

the television and how the people became so 

cruel toward the colored people through 

complicate the registration to gain the vote 

15a  Lily’s observation of Sylvan’ worst side with 

three men who played with plywood 

Lily and Rosaleen arrived at the worst side of 

Sylvan. She saw mess situation of the town and 

three men played with Plywood 

15b Lily’s suggestion toward Rosaleen to ignorance 

the three men’s innuendo 

Lily thought that Rosaleen should avoid the 

three men to avoid further conflict or problem 

16a Lily’s confusion toward Mr. Gaston’s weird 

nickname "Shoe" which better called "Ears" 

Lily was feeling confused because of why Mr. 

Gaston's friend called him Shoe. Lily thought 
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because of his small ears there was nothing weird with her shoes which 

made people called him Shoe. The only thing 

that Lily noticed from Mr. Gaston was her ears, 

which looked small from other normal ears  

17a Lily’s opinion about the image of jail cell from a 

cowboy film while walking to the cell 

Lily looked around the jail which different with 

her imagination from the cowboy movie, 

painted with pink color and flower curtains 

18a Description of T. Ray’s anger seen from the way 

he drove the car and speedometer pointed about 

seventy or eighty km/hours 

When Lily and T. Ray already in the car, the 

speedometer pointed seventy until eighty 

km/hr, jammed the accelerator hardly which 

made Lily felt sorry to the truck  

18i Lily’s desire to left the house and found another 

roof for her and Rosaleen after saw signs from the 

empty jar and heard mysterious voice  

Lily got signs to left the house after seeing the 

bees jar that already empty and heard 

mysterious voice said that Lily's jar was open 

19b Lily’s critical thought in avoiding a bus station as 

T. Ray’s coveted place 

Lily decided to avoid bus station because she 

knew that T. Ray would went there to find her 

21a Lily’s effort in finding Rosaleen’s room until she 

got a sign of her "No Visitor" with policeman sit 

outside the room 

Lily tried to find Rosaleen's room until she 

found a sign "No Visitor' and also remembered 

that a policeman would be outside the room  

24c Lily's effort to woke Rosaleen up from her slept 

tight through shaking her body hardly 

Lily thought that Rosaleen might slept until 

tomorrow, so she decided to woke her up 

through shaking her body 

24f Lily's argument about Civil Right which should Lily was very annoyed with the people who did 

not let the colored people gain their right 
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be obeyed by everyone although the government already sign the civil 

right for them 

24g Lily’s effort in observing everything which might 

be her sign to find out her mother past existence 

Lily had not any proper plan or clue of her 

journey, so she decided to found out anything 

that can be her clue of her mother past 

existence 

25d Lily's discovery of a dozen honey jar which had 

same picture of Black Mary with  her mother 

belonging 

After ordered some foods and beverages, Lily 

discovered the store until she found a dozen 

honey jar which had same picture of Black 

Mary with  her mother belonging 

26a Lily’s continue journey to Boatwright’s house 

while observing the differences between Tiburon 

and Sylvan 

Lily decided to visit Boatwright’s house while 

observed that Tiburon had not peaces farm like 

Sylvan 

26c Description Lily’s thankfulness for all poor news 

which might hide her disappearance news 

Lily read the whole newspaper to find out a 

news about her disappearance and she was very 

blessing that there was not any news about 

them 

27c Lily's opinion about August sister's personality 

through their appearance 

Lily was looking at June who opened the door 

and had annoying face then behind her, a 

woman named June who looked very cheerful 

and loved grin 

29b Lily’s discovery toward Boatwright’s fondness 

about birds and mysterious wall with paper stick 

on it 

Lily was seeing birdbath, a lot of bird feeder 

and pinecones with peanut butter everywhere. 

Besides, Lily found mysterious wall with 
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hundreds of papers 

31d Lily and Rosaleen’s perspective toward May’s 

mental psychologist 

Lily was looking at May who did not allow 

violence or put trap in the house for the animal 

and she loved banana so much; love cooking 

dishes from banana  

32a Lily's opinion about Walter Cronkite as a good 

man which were different from her father 

Lily and others watched the television after the 

suppers. She watched Walter Cronkite who was 

very difference with T. Ray and did not against 

book 

33d Lily's offended feeling toward August's story 

about runaway nun named Beatrix 

Lily felt that the story about Beatrix was almost 

similar with her life especially about the run 

away 

36d Description of Lily was seeing jealousy in 

Rosaleen words 

Rosaleen said that she did not care if Lily spent 

most of her time with August and talked with 

August after working with honey. Those two 

statement from Rosaleen made Lily thought 

that Rosaleen was jealous with August 

36h Lily’s desire to know the truth from August about 

behind the mystery of  black Mary that belongs to 

her mother  

Lily tried to figured out what she should do to 

knew about her mother before T. Ray or police 

kicked Lily and Rosaleen out from 

Boatwright’s house. Besides, Lily was afraid of 

showing the picture of Black Mary that belong 

to her mother to August and might be the 

reason to kicked them from the house 
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41a Lily and Zach’s activity in sort out the 

honeycomb to make sure no brood eggs in them 

Lily and Zach were sorting the honeycomb to 

ensure none of brood eggs stuck in it because it 

would destroy the honey quality.  

52h Lily’s way to avoid August’s question by straight 

to the pink house without waiting her 

Lily did not ready to talk about herself to 

August, so she decided to avoid her question. 

She did not wait for August stop talking and 

directly back to the house  

56b Lily’s precision of the letter before sent it to T. 

Ray 

Lily read back the letter then fold it up into 

smaller 

63c Lily’s worry toward the situation by asking Zach 

to back another day 

Lily looking at the town situation which might 

be tense so she suggest Zach to back home and 

back to the town another day 

82h Lily’s admiration of the procession which change 

Lily’s perception toward the better world 

Lily had not any experience of this procession 

which made Lily almost crying and the circle 

made Lily felt the world could be better if 

everyone could give affection to another. 

 

7 Observant 1a Lily’s fondness of the bees  especially on their 

beautiful wings in the darkness 

Lily observed every detail of the bees; the 

buzzing sound and shining wings when they 

flew around Lily's room 

2b Lily' s memory of her mother who tried to 

overcome the hot wheatear in the room through 

take off the sweater and opened up the window 

Lily observed every detail of what her mother 

did  when she tried to relieved the heartburn 

through take off the sweater and opened up the 
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window   

2c Description of Deborah’s appearance who had 

curly black hair with sharpness face 

Lily illustrate her mother appearance who had  

beautiful curly black hair with sharpness face 

which made her became the most beautiful girl 

for Lily  

5f Description of wooden picture of Mary that 

belong to Deborah which was black with written 

hand "Tiburon, S. C." on the back 

Lily observed the wooden picture of Mary with 

black skin; cut from a book, glued on the wood 

and varnished with written hand "Tiburon, S. 

C." on the back 

8d Lily’s sighting toward Rosaleen’s face who was 

extremely happy about the civil right 

Lily observed Rosaleen face who looked happy 

and disbelieving after heard the news about the 

signing of civil right  

10a Description of Lily's activity through seeing the 

bees flick in the jar while waiting the night and 

went to her special place to hold her mother 

things 

Lily was looking at the bees in the jar, 

especially on how they move and making 

shown, banging their body to the jar to exit 

from the jar.   

14d Lily’s discovery about a photo in Rosaleen's 

house which had same look with Rosaleen and 

that was Rosaleen's mama 

Lily had experience went to Rosaleen's house. 

She had a photo which looked exactly same 

with Rosaleen. For the first she thought it was 

Rosaleen, but it was the picture of Rosaleen's 

mama 

15a  Lily’s observation of Sylvan’ worst side with 

three men who played with plywood 

Lily and Rosaleen arrived at the worst side of 

Sylvan. She saw mess situation of the town and 

three men played with Plywood 
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17a Lily’s opinion about the image of jail cell from a 

cowboy film while walking to the cell 

Lily looked around the jail which different with 

her imagination from the cowboy movie, 

painted with pink color and flower curtains 

21a Lily’s effort in finding Rosaleen’s room until she 

got a sign of her "No Visitor" with policeman sit 

outside the room 

Lily tried to find Rosaleen's room until she 

found a sign "No Visitor' and also remembered 

that a policeman would be outside the room  

24d Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to Tiburon while 

enjoying the panoramas along the street 

Lily and Rosaleen's journey to Tiburon through 

passed the corn field, Hereford cows, 

farmhouses, windmills and gooseberries  

25d Lily's discovery of a dozen honey jar which had 

same picture of Black Mary with  her mother 

belonging 

After ordered some foods and beverages, Lily 

discovered the store until she found a dozen 

honey jar which had same picture of Black 

Mary with  her mother belonging 

26a Lily’s continue journey to Boatwright’s house 

while observing the differences between Tiburon 

and Sylvan 

Lily decided to visit Boatwright’s house while 

observed that Tiburon had not peaces farm like 

Sylvan 

27a Description of Boatwright's house with very pink 

color and white boxes around the house 

Lily looked at the pink house with a tall woman 

worn beekeeper suit and surrounded with bees 

box around the house 

27c Lily's opinion about August sister's personality 

through their appearance 

Lily was looking at June who opened the door 

and had annoying face then behind her, a 

woman named June who looked very cheerful 

and loved grin 
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27d Description of patrol's appearance which smelled 

wax with old furniture dominated the room 

Lily's feeling after entering the patrol which 

made her feel trembling in a room; smelled 

furniture wax and dominated with old furniture 

27e Lily's observation of a statue's appearance and 

magnetism symbol feeling toward the statue 

Lily observed the wooden statue about three 

feet tall, black skin, pointing something, 

painted red heart in her breast, with a candle 

around it, and beautiful lips painted in her face 

29b Lily’s discovery toward Boatwright’s fondness 

about birds and mysterious wall with paper stick 

on it 

Lily was seeing birdbath, a lot of bird feeder 

and pinecones with peanut butter everywhere. 

Besides, Lily found mysterious wall with 

hundreds of papers 

31d Lily and Rosaleen’s perspective toward May’s 

mental psychologist 

Lily was looking at May who did not allow 

violence or put trap in the house for the animal 

and she loved banana so much; love cooking 

dishes from banana  

37a Description of Lily observed the tallest negro 

man who was standing outside the house with 

June approached him 

In the morning, Lily was looking at a tallest 

negro man that she ever seen standing outside 

the house and looked very friendly to June 

38a Description of a group named the Daughter and 

Son of Mary who worn quirky and beautiful 

accessories 

On Sunday morning August's organization 

named The Daughter of Mary came to the pink 

house for the worship. They worn unique and 

beautiful dress and hat, while August and June 

worn simple dress for the worship 

38b August and June’s preparation for the worship by August was arranging the chair into half circle 
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arranging the chairs into a half circle, lifting the 

candle and playing cello  

then lit the candle while June play the cello 

40b Lily’s first impression toward Zach who was 

singing while holding a honey drizzle as his 

microphone  

Lily was seeing Zach who was out of her 

expectation; singing a song while holding the 

honey drizzle as the microphone. He made Lily 

laugh out loud when she was singing and 

moving his hips 

44g Zach’s effort in taking care of the bees which 

made Lily amazed toward him 

Lily was very amazed with Zach who looked 

very gentle and softhearted. He took care the 

bees; took some equipment and  fresh food 

supply for them 

53c Lily’s proud of May who finally could control her 

sadness by not coming to the wall for five days 

May made celebration of be able to control her 

sadness about five days through making okra 

and pork chops for everyone 

54a Mr. Clayton’s office situation which more like a 

huge house rather than a office with his secretary 

named Mrs. Lucy 

Lily looked at Mr. Clayton office which did not 

look like law office, but more like a large house 

with many furniture and written sign of 

CLAYTON FORREST, ATTORNEY AT LAW. 

He had a secretary named Mrs. Lucy who was 

in receptionist desk with red lipstick and thick 

curly hair 

54d Lily’s curiosity of Mr.  Forrest office through 

looking around the office and the picture hang on 

the wall 

Lily looked around Mr. Clayton’s office and 

mostly interested with the picture hang on the 

wall 
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57b Description of the statue’s appearance looked 

different in the night with a candle which still 

burned 

Lily was seeing the candles still burn which 

made the lady looked different in the night 

looked darker and older 

66b Lily’s heavy feeling of the situation and 

everything never look normal as before 

Everything looked different and heavy for Lily 

of the house situation 

66f Everyone’s worry about May’s condition who 

rarely look normal after heard Zach’s arresting 

Everyone looked at May who looked okay after 

heard about Zach's arresting from Zach's 

mother 

70b Lily’s surprise in looking at August’s happiness 

through running quickly pass the street while 

yelling Zach’s name as a sign of his return 

Lily was surprise when she looked at August 

run quickly with a happy face and also yelling 

Zach's name. It kinds of a sign that Zach was 

free from the jail 

71b Lily’s observing of how August draping hives 

with black cotton and being curious of it 

Lily was looking at August who were give her 

example of draping hive with black cotton  

84c August’s room appearance with smell of 

beeswax, blue furniture dominated her room and 

Aquarium with huge honey comb 

Lily thought that August's room was quite 

difficult than the last time. the room was 

dominated with blue furniture and very rare for 

a woman put Aquarium with huge honey comb 

in it rather than a jewelry box 

84d August’s book collection which mostly about 

bees and one book about Mary 

Lily looked at August's book collection and the 

books were about bees and Lily found one 

book about Mary 

90h Lily’s happiness after seeing a picture of 

togetherness Lily and her mother with a lot of 

August gave Lily picture of togetherness 

between Lily and her mother. Her mother 
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affection from her looked bring a baby spoon on her right hand 

while Lily looked wear a cloths with teddy bear 

and had tied of bow on her head. Looking at 

the picture of how gorgeous her mother 

smiling. Then she was thanking to May who 

might gave Lily sign that she was being loved   

98l Description of Lily’s shock of T. Ray’s attitude 

who look confuse of her explanation 

Lily saw T. Ray face who look shock and 

confused. She realized that T. Ray really loved 

Deborah but now he sunk in bitterness of life 

 

8 Bibliophilic 6a Lily’s activity while helping T. Ray sold the 

peaches through reading a book 

Lily loved reading a book while selling T. 

Ray's peaches to eliminate the boredom which 

indicate she had extensive knowledge 

6b T. Ray’s disapproval of Lily’s fondness of 

reading book and ideas of college 

T. Ray did not allow Lily reading her book 

which might lead Lily to college. That was 

something that T. Ray hate about 

24a Lily's fondness of Thoreau's work which built 

fantasies imagination and appreciating the mother 

of nature 

Lily loved reading a book of Thoreau's work 

which she got as assignment from Mrs. Henry 

84e Lily’s curiosity about book of Mary through 

discovering every picture of Mary 

Lily opened up the book of Mary and 

discovering the picture in it. She found out that 

Mary was brunette and dyed eyes, and blonde 

with blue eyes. 
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90g Lily’s curiosity of her mother’s poetry book 

which made her feel sorry of her 

Lily opened up her mother poetry book to 

know which poet became her mother favorite.  

 

9 Ambitious 3d Lily’s desire for being beautiful and fashionable 

although it’s hardly happen 

Lily observed her appearance, tried to seeing 

something beautiful of her body; her black hair 

and beautiful hair. She wanted being a beautiful 

rather than impersonate somebody.  

3h Lily's persistence to went to a charming school 

which taught her everything to be a charming girl 

Lily had big desire to join charming school and 

eager to learnt everything needed to became a 

charming girl which made her debate with 

Rosaleen about charming school  

5b Lily’s effort in gaining information about her 

mother from T. ray by asking him repeatedly 

although he never will to told her 

Lily really wanted to know about her mother 

through asking T. Ray repeatedly although it 

made T. Ray being mad and anger toward 

Lily's question 

5i Lily’s dream to knew the mystery of wooden 

picture of Mary and went to Tiburon as a place 

that Deborah had ever been lived 

Lily wanted to know everything about her 

mother; where she found the wooden picture of 

Mary and a place name Tiburon 

6g Lily’s fondness of writing by keeping up her 

collection of writings; everything about horse and 

philosophy of life  

Lily loved writing especially about horse. So 

she kept her writing collection every time she 

finish wrote something 

9b Description of Lily's desire of having once a great 

birthday which never had pay attention from T. 

Lily never had a real birthday party entire of 

her life. One day Lily dream of a beautiful 
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Ray all the years of her life birthday, but T. Ray never cared about that  

9d Lily’s effort to talked with T. Ray to fill up her 

desire in having  a silver charm bracelet for her 

birthday present 

Lily had a desire for a birthday present from T. 

Ray. So she asked him about silver charm 

bracelet which might she got as a present from 

T. Ray 

22b Lily’s desire to took Rosaleen with her to Tiburon Lily decided to Tiburon with Rosaleen through 

kept walking until found a ride for them  

31c Lily's eager in learning the honey process which 

made August amazed toward her 

Lily spending most of her time with August in 

the honey house for processing the honey 

especially making candles from beeswax 

38e Lily’s desire to touch the statue’s heart until the 

darkness swallowed her and fainted 

Lily really wanted to touch the lady heart as 

much as anything she wanted the most 

39e Lily’s desire to touch the lady's heart and talk 

about her mother one day  

Lily desire of entered the patrol to touched the 

lady's heart and told everything about her 

mother to August 

41b Description of June and Lily’s relationship were 

difficult to fix but she had big desire to fix it 

Lily tried to fix bad relationship between she 

and June through did small talk about each 

other condition every night or dying in the cot 

and made June open her heart for Lily 

41d Lily and Zach’s conversation about their planning 

job in the future and their pessimistic hope of 

their future 

Lily desire of being writer and English teacher 

one day while Zach was planning to be a 

lawyer 

42d Lily’s desire to talked everything about her Lily wanted to talked about everything; about 
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mother and the picture of black Mary to August  her mother and her mother things to August 

58d Lily’s desire to became a beekeeper through add 

it to her list of career 

One day, Lily wanted to be a beekeeper, writer 

and English teacher 

62b Lily’s desire to having a talk with August and got 

a lot of information about her mother 

Lily wanted to talked with August about 

everything and imagined about August's first 

line of their future conversation 

69e Lily’s strengthen desire to telling the truth about 

who really she is to August  

Lily wanted to told everything to August about 

the truly of Lily 

 

10 Problem Solver 

/Resourceful 

7c Lily’s way to calming herself by visiting her 

special place in peach orchard when the memory 

of the explosion appeared 

Lily knew well how to calming down her 

sadness about the death accident throught 

visiting her special place in the peach orchard 

where the memory of her mother burried in 

12b Lily’s desire to went to the town with Rosaleen to 

eliminate her sadness on her birthday tommorow 

Lily knew well that her birthday will be the 

same as before. So she decided to went to the 

town with Rosaleen 

21d Lily’s persistence to persuade Rosaleen to left the 

hospital through saying the possibilieties of being 

killed by the three men 

Lily asked Rosaleen to got out from the 

hospital, but she refused it. So, Lily convinced 

her through frighten her that she might be 

killed by the three men if she was not coming 

with Lily 

21e Lily’s effort to disguise the appearance of 

Rosaleen to avoid the people’s suspicion through 

Lily asked Rosaleen to change her clothes and 

take off the bandage, so when the out from the 
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changed her clothes and removed the bandage   room, no one would be suspect them 

21f Description of Lily was caught red-handed by the 

nurse when she was in the colored section and 

decided to say a lie to save her life 

Lily was caught by the nurse when she was in 

colored section which made her tried save her 

life through pretend that she was lost and 

wanted to meet her aunt 

21g Lily’s trick in tricking the security guard with a 

fake phone call to fight off the police from the 

door 

Lily used fake call through pretended that she 

was Mrs. Gaston and asked the girl who answer 

the phone to send the policemen in the hospital 

to back to the jail 

22a Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to go out of the 

hospital through walked like visitor and run 

quickly when nobody watched them 

When Lily and Rosaleen came out from the 

room, Lily asked Rosaleen to act like a visitor 

then run quickly when no one looked at them  

36g Lily’s effort in calming herself by seeing the stars 

in the darkness of the night and putting her 

mother’s written name in the crap of May's stone 

wall 

Lily went outside while holding her mother 

written name and put it in May's wall then sit 

on the grass against the wall while seeing the 

stars shining in the darkness of the sky 

55c Lily’s lies confession to avoid further question by 

Mr.  Forrest by saying female trouble to him 

Lily tried to avoid Mr. Forrest further personal 

question through said a lie about female trouble 

and looked convincing 

86b Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling through 

sitting cross-legged in front of Mary to take out 

all her anger 

Lily sit in front of Mary and wished to take out 

her anger 

91a Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling trough After August left, Lily decided to the river and 

being all alone. Lily took the elephant ear 
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spending most of her time enjoying the river plants to fanned her face while sitting and let 

her feet wet. Everything became calming, but 

not with her heart. Lily was confuse of people 

choices between forgive or die 

91b Lily’s confusion of her sadness toward bring her 

mother’s stuff everywhere and put them in the 

corner in the night 

Lily brought her mother’s stuffs everywhere 

she goes. She put them in her pocket and she 

did not know for sure the reason why she did it.  

Then in the night she would kept them in the 

hat box and saved it under her cot 

96b Lily’s tired after all the cleanliness that she had 

done through trying to sleep 

Lily decided to sleep after all the work in the 

honey house done 

97i Lily’s calmness feeling after heard August 

explanation through close her eyes for awhile 

Lily tried to overcome her sadness with closed 

her eyes for awhile after heard August’s 

explanation about Mary who could strengthen 

people feeling if they were doubt in making 

decision   

 

11 Curious 1j Lily's confusion toward the bees which were not 

showing off in her room until midnight 

Lily wondered the bees existence which were 

not coming yet to her room through looking at 

the clock and being curious of what made them 

did not coming yet 

2d  The effort of  Lily to find out her mother’s scent 

through discovering every perfume bottle in 

Mercantile Sylvan 

Lily regularly visited Mercantile Sylvan to find 

out perfume that her mother usually used 
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5b Lily’s effort in gaining information about her 

mother from T. ray by asking him repeatedly 

although he never will to told her 

Lily really wanted to know about her mother 

through asking T. Ray repeatedly although it 

made T. Ray being mad and anger toward 

Lily's question 

5j Lily’s dream to knew the mystery of wooden 

picture of Mary and went to Tiburon as a place 

that Deborah had ever been lived 

Lily wanted to know everything about her 

mother; where she found the wooden picture of 

Mary and a place name Tiburon 

6c Lily’s astonishment toward T. Ray’s dislike of 

book and college which kinds of waste of money 

for him 

Lily wondered why T. Ray hated book and 

college so much which made him did not allow 

Lily to read her book 

21b Lily's  curiosity about Rosaleen’s condition who 

got violence from the three men in the prison 

Lily was very curious with Rosaleen's wounds, 

then she knew that was because of Mr. Gaston 

let the men violence her  

24b Lily's curiosity about Mary story and the reason 

why her mother had black Mary picture after 

checking Rosaleen who was still slept 

Lily had not much information about Mary 

because she never heard story about her, 

besides Lily was shock because her mother was 

half Catholic 

25f Lily’s curiosity about where the honey jar label 

came from 

Lily asked the clerk about where he got the 

honey 

26b Lily's curiosity about their disappearance which 

might be written in the newspaper 

Lily visited the post office to check the 

newspaper which might written their 

appearance  

33b Lily’s curiosity about Boatwright’s belief which Lily asked August about their religion which 
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same with Catholic exactly same with Catholic 

35a Lily’s curiosity about a stone wall in the back 

yard with a paper stick in it 

Lily asked about the Mysterious wall with 

paper stuck in it to August 

43a Lily’s effort to filled her curiosity toward June 

and Neil’s conversation 

Lily sneaked out when the commercial break to 

heard June and Neil's conversation 

45a Lily and Zach’s sparing about Willifred Marchant 

who was a famous writer in Tiburon and Lily’s 

desire of being a writer 

Lily had no idea about Willifred Marchant and 

made Lily asked about her to Zach 

47b Lily’s curiosity about August’s book content 

which was same with her situation 

Lily saw August was reading a book and asked 

about the content of the book story that entitled 

Jane Eyre, a book was about a girl who lost her 

mother when she was kid and made her felt lost 

and sad. Those story was exactly like Lily's life 

condition 

51j Lily’s curiosity of the reason why August put 

black Madonna as honey labeled  

Lily was being curious since day one about the 

reason why August put black Madonna as her 

honey label because most of people would put 

honey bear as their icon 

51l Lily’s curiosity of how August got black Mary 

statue in patrol 

Lily was being curious too with black Mary 

that August put in Patrol 

52a Lily’s curiosity about the reason why August's 

house was pink although she loved blue color  

Lily became confuse when she knew that 

August loved blue color, but her house painted 

with bright pink. So she asked August the 
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reason why her house was pink and not blue 

52d Lily’s curiosity of the secret life of bees through 

asking everything to August 

Lily wanted to know from August about 

another secret of the bees 

54d Lily’s curiosity of Mr. Forrest office through 

looking around the office and the picture hang on 

the wall 

Lily looked around Mr. Clayton’s office and 

mostly interested with the picture hang on the 

wall 

59b Lily’s curiosity of big laugh until seeing May and 

Rosaleen’s happiness in playing the water spinner 

Lily and August were curious with laugh from 

the outside until they found out May and 

Rosaleen were playing the water spinner with 

lot of laugh 

60e Lily’s curiosity with the similarities between her 

mother and May’s way in luring the roach 

When Lily was in the kitchen, she was seeing 

May who was busy with marshmallow, cracker, 

and roach. Then, she remembered that her 

mother used marshmallow and cracker to lure 

the roach. It seemed that May and Deborah had 

connection and it made Lily curious of the 

connection between them 

67i Lily’s curiosity of how the stone is in her chest 

through thinking of many possibilities of how it 

happens 

Lily was curious about how the stone was in 

May's chest and made her think the possibilities 

of how it might happen 

72e Lily’s worry about the daughter’s ideas of 

displaying May in funeral house while looking at 

August 

Lily asked August that she would not put May 

on the display like the daughter's idea 
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81d Lily’s curiosity about the function of the chain in 

the ceremony 

Lily curious of the using of chain in the 

ceremony and asked August about it, but she 

did not say it directly 

90g Lily’s curiosity of her mother’s poetry book 

which made her feel sorry of her 

Lily opened up the poetry book and read 

William Black's poet entitled the sick rose. The 

poet made Lily felt sorry toward her mother 

because of being the invisible worn that flew in 

the night 

92b Lily’s sneaking of August and June’s 

conversation about June’s regret of refusing the 

marry proposal many times and May 

When Lily wanted getting a glass of water from 

the kitchen. She saw August and June were 

talking. Lily stand outside the door and heard 

their conversation who talked about June's 

regret of refusing Neil's propose when May still 

alive. August held June who were starting 

crying and told Lily that regret would not 

change anything 

 

12 Imaginative 1g Lily's imagination to got affection from her 

mother if she were still alive who would 

strengthen her and took care of her 

Lily's desire to apologize to her mother in 

heaven and her mother would try to strengthen 

her by saying that Lily was not innocent of her 

death. If she were still alive, Lily wanted to get 

her affection and attention  

5f Description of Deborah's gloves which always 

worn by Lily to feeling Deborah's hands through 

the night 

Lily imagine of touching her mother hands 

when she worn Deborah's gloves all the night 
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6d Lily’s fondness toward Mrs Henry assignment 

about Shakespeare play which made her thrilled 

as the luckiest girl in Sylvan  

Lily manipulated her friends that she hate Mrs. 

Henry assignment, but deep in her heart Lily 

was very happy because of she could imagine 

of being the luckiest girl in Sylvan 

9c  Lily’s imagination about her birthday celebration 

when she was little because of having same 

birthday with the country 

When she was little, she thought that everyone 

were celebrating her birthday with a lot of 

fireworks then she knew that it was the 

independence day  

18b Lily imagination of T. Ray who would build 

pyramids of grits and asked her to kneel on it 

about an hour 

Lily's imagination of her punishment that she 

would get from T. Ray which kneel on the 

pyramids of grits about an hour 

23c Lily’s confusion toward her journey with sadness 

and lost feeling but felt more alive than before 

Lily thought that her journey became the 

beginning of her happiness 

24a Lily's fondness of Thoreau's work which built 

fantasies imagination and appreciating the mother 

of nature  

Lily imagine that she was in private garden 

which nobody could find her, especially T. Ray  

36b Lily's imagination of her mother; slept on her 

breast while looking at each other and knew 

about her suit for sleeping 

Lily imagine about her mother; crawling into 

her and sleeping on her breast then wondering 

her pajama suit for sleeping  

42a Lily’s happily life like living in a dream world 

while staying in Boatwright’s house 

Lily felt like in a dream world which her life 

turn to 180 degrees before came to 

Boatwright’s house. She became very happy, 

she got many affection from Boatwright family 

which she did not get from T. Ray 
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44b Lily’s daydream about Zach and her who was 

having fun with snow  

Lily imagine about playing snow with Zach; 

made snow cave, fight snowball and lay on the 

ground together 

49b Lily’s imagination toward Zach who might 

accompany her in honey house and her mother 

who would say beautiful things about her 

Lily imagined that Zach would come to the 

room; saying hallo and accompanying her in 

the room. Besides, she also imagined about her 

mother who would come to the room and said 

that she was her flower for her 

51b Lily’s imagination of taking October as her 

names and being special throughout October 

Lily imagined of being one of Boatwright 

family then she would change her names 

became October and it would be done with 

October Owens. Such kind of good 

abbreviation O. O. 

53b Lily’s memory of her desire in living a luxurious 

motel and her flashback of her old house except 

kneeling on the grits 

Lily imagined of winning hundred dollars then 

going to Atlanta with Rosaleen and living in a 

Luxurious motel. Besides, she missed her old 

house, everything in the house except kneeling 

on the grits 

54e Lily’s imagination of being happy with T. Ray 

who might say love to her 

Lily was closing her eyes then imagine T. Ray 

who would take her hand and said one of love 

names to Lily 

60a Lily’s daydream about T. Ray who really wanted 

to win his heart 

Lily laid on her cot while thinking about her 

father, T. Ray. She thought that maybe T. Ray 

would be soft hearted toward her after she left 

him and she could not deny that she was care of 
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him 

60b Lily’s daydream about her mother who she really 

wanted to spending time with through pull out her 

mother things 

Lily examined of her mother things, the picture 

and the gloves which already fit in her hand 

60h Lily’s desire to slept and dream about her mother 

with roaches around her while she lived in the 

honey house 

Lily was going to slept and wondering about 

her mother with roaches in the honey house 

61a Lily’s restlessness through made a imagination 

about her mother’s life in every corner of pink 

house 

Lily wondered about her mother existence 

while she was in pink house. Lily imagined 

about her mother in every corner of the house 

68h Lily’s daydream about Zach who seem really real 

for her until she realize the real situation 

Lily wondered about Zach coming to the room, 

then she realized that Zach was in jail, being 

arrested 

68i Lily’s memory of May’s unforgettable 

uniqueness; her braids, her kindness toward the 

roach and her beautiful hat  

Lily remembered everything about May; her 

braids, her kindness toward the roach and her 

beautiful hat  

69d Lily’s memory of May who taught her mother 

about treating the roach while looking at her in 

coffin   

Lily assumed May as a woman who taught 

Lily's mother about good treating the roach  

70f Lily’s perspective of August’s kindness toward 

Rosaleen who might bring her into her sisterhood 

named July 

Lily imagined that Rosaleen would be adopted 

and became one of August's sister and change 

her name become July 

71g Lily’s imagination of buried in beehive tomb and Lily imagined that she buried in beehive and 
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being reincarnation reincarnation one day 

75c Lily’s imagination of the buzzing as the sound of 

the leaving soul from the body 

Lily heard the buzzing although the bees were 

far from the cemetery and when she was in her 

bed room the buzzing sounds like a leaving 

soul 

76e Lily’s discovery of Tiburon Map while 

wondering her life out of Boatwright’s house 

Lily dream of stay out of Boatwright’s house; 

renting place for them to slept and got a job 

somewhere 

79b Lily’s confusion feeling of everything which 

might change after the truth released 

Lily had no idea what will happen after she 

knew about everything 

82j Lily’s imagination of feeding Zach and hopes for 

softens world with him 

Lily imagined that Zach would standing beside 

her, then she would lift up the cake to his 

mouth and said hopefully he had soften life one 

day 

83g Lily’s imagination about Zach future who might 

bring changes along the South Carolina 

Lily believed that Zach would be a lawyer one 

day and be agent of changing in South Carolina 

and helped Martin Luther King to spread the 

changing to everyone 

84k Lily’s imagination about the togetherness 

between August and Deborah on a tree limb 

Lily closed her eyes then imagine the 

togetherness between August and her mother 

were sitting on the tree limb  

85b Lily’s imagination about togetherness between 

August and little Deborah  

Lily imagined of August and little Deborah 

having small tea party which made Lily 
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realized that she loved attending tea party too 

89b Lily’s desire of being alone with no one and back 

to the honey house 

Lily imagined of being alone in honey house 

and everybody would shut up and back to their 

house 

90b Lily’s daydream about fascinating question of 

miracle from the bible 

Lily daydream about fascinating question of a 

miracle from the bible happen to somebody 

93e Lily’s imagination about Rosaleen’s effort to go 

the voter card until being happy after getting the 

vote card 

Lily imagined of Rosaleen who would come to 

the house with happy face and Lily would 

congratulate her  

94b Lily’s answer of her possibilities to be back to T. 

Ray’s house 

Lily talked with Zach which talked about Lily 

might be back to her house in Sylvan 

 

13 Hardworking 1h Lily's misfortune life without a figure of a mother 

who had a messy appearance and an ignorance 

father 

Without a figure of a mother, Lily had messy 

hair and lived with ignorance father who refuse 

to buy her bristle rollers. So she had to use 

juice can which made her become insomniac 

and had to decide between good sleep or good 

hair  

1l Lily's enthusiasm to flaunted her room to T. Ray 

which full of bees through trying very hard to 

woke him up and dragged him to her room 

When the bees came to Lily's room, Lily was 

being excited to flaunt them to T. Ray. She 

tried very hard to woke him up through shaking 

her body until awake 

2a Lily's effort to remember about her mother's Lily had sliver memory of her mother which 
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memory about her affection routine toward Lily 

before the death day 

made her try very hard to remember her 

togetherness with her mother; took her to the 

bed, reading a story about the adventure of 

uncle Wiggly, hanging under cloth, etc 

2d  The effort of  Lily to find out her mother’s scent 

through discovering every perfume bottle in 

Mercantile Sylvan 

Lily tried so hard to find out the scent of her 

mother through regularly check and identify 

every perfume in Sylvan Mercantile until she 

knew quite well the perfume lady in the store 

3d Lily’s desire for being beautiful and fashionable 

although it’s hardly happen 

Lily tried to look beautiful through worn 

cashmere twinsets 

4a Lily’s effort to prove her words to T. Ray about 

the bees through caught the bees and put them in 

a jar 

Lily tried so hard to catch the bee when it 

landed on a map and put it in the jar. It aimed 

to prove her words that the bees were real and 

had come to her room before 

5b Lily’s effort in gaining information about her 

mother from T. ray by asking him repeatedly 

although he never will to told her 

Lily found out the information about her 

mother from her father through asking him 

over and over again which made T. Ray being 

angry toward Lily 

5c Deborah’s information that Lily got from T. Ray; 

who came from and buried in Virginia, live as the 

only child and love luring the roach through 

making a line of marshmallow and graham 

cracker 

Lily got few information from T. Ray as results 

of her work; who came from and buried in 

Virginia, live as the only child and love luring 

the roach through making a line of 

marshmallow and graham cracker 

8c Lily’s kindness in helping Rosaleen to fixed the Lily tried to help Rosaleen to fixed the TV 
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TV by twisting the antennae until the TV cleared 

enough 

through twisting the antennae of the TV until 

they could clearly watch the news 

10b Lily’s effort to sneaked out from the house to dig 

up the tin box with her mother things in it 

Lily tried to sneak out from the house; avoiding 

T. Ray and remembered the exactly point 

where she buried the box through counting the 

trees until she arrived at eight left row 

14b Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to the town with 

walking down the street  

Lily walked down the street and accompanied 

Rosaleen to the town 

18k Lily’s effort to sneak out of the house without 

known by T. Ray 

Lily tried to get out from the house without 

being noticed by T. Ray through walked in 

silent and crawled until she met Snout which 

almost made Lily caught by T. Ray 

23a Lily’s effort in getting a hitchhiking from every 

car passing on the road 

Lily and Rosaleen had walked until they 

arrived in 40 highways. Lily tried to 

hitchhiking from every car passing, but none of 

them stop and gave them a ride 

23d Lily and Rosaleen's journey through kept walking 

on the street until they decided to down the bridge 

for took a rest 

When the street sign pointed 3 miles from 

Tiburon, Rosaleen and Lily continued their 

journey with walking down the street until they 

were tired and decide to took a rest near the 

bridge with sparkling water from the moon 

shine 

24e Lily’s confusion in getting food in Sunday, when 

the stores were closed 

Lily was very hungry until she remembered 

that the day was Sunday with none of the stores 
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were open and end up with eating the grass.   

25e Lily’s appreciation toward Rosaleen’s toughness 

by taking a snuff without permission and 

speculating to pay it one day 

Lily took a risk in getting a snuff for Rosaleen 

without permission and speculating to pay it 

one day 

64b Lily’s effort in telling about Zach’s arresting to 

August through walking down the street to pink 

house 

Lily walked to the pink house to told 

everything that happened with Zach to 

everyone 

67a Everyone’s effort to find out May who had gone 

about five minutes to the wall through yelling out 

her names many times and discovering the river 

in the woods 

Everyone became worry with May because she 

already gone about five minutes. So they 

decided to find her to the stone wall then to the 

river  in the woods and yelled May's name 

many times to get her noticed 

 

14 Persistent 1f Lily's memory of her mother died which kind of 

heavy feeling embedded in her mind 

Lily felt heavy in her head every time she 

remembered her mother dead die. She tried 

pretending okay, but the memory regularly 

appeared in her head  

1h Lily's misfortune life without a figure of a mother 

who had a messy appearance and an ignorance 

father 

Lily wanted having good looking although the 

condition did not support her, abusive father 

and no mother.  

1n Lily's effort to explain everything to T. Ray about 

the bees swarm in her room 

Lily's persistent to told about the bees which 

was exist in her room before T. Ray came and 

disappear as if it never appeared 
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11c T. Ray’s annoyance and ignorance toward Lily’s 

knee condition after the punishment 

T. Ray did not care to Lily’s knee condition 

although Lily hoped his little caring to Lily 

12b Lily’s desire to went to the town with Rosaleen to 

eliminate her sadness on her birthday tomorrow 

Lily wanted to go to the town with Rosaleen on 

her birthday because she did not want to turn 

her happiness into sadness because of seeing T. 

Ray at home and did not care of her.  

38f Lily’s condition after being fainted because of the 

more sadness that she couldn’t bear 

Lily was being fainted when she really wanted 

to touch the lady heart. It was because so many 

sadness stuck in Lily’s heart. 

38g Lily’s lies of being okay and feeling sorry to put 

June and May in a bad situation 

Lily’s pretend to be okay to everyone to ensure 

they were not too worried with her condition. 

53g Lily’s desire to had time with Zach until begging 

to August to ask the permission to come with him 

Lily asked August's permission to let her 

accompany Zach because she really wanted to 

spent more of her time with August and glad to 

expand the world view 

54h Lily’s effort to not crying and sat on the sofa to 

calm down her feeling 

Lily tried to not crying through saying to 

herself to stay strong and not crying.  

57c Lily’s effort to calmed down her feeling trough 

put her hand on her heart  

After heard T. Ray’s anger, Lily became so sad 

and emotional. She wanted calming down her 

feeling because she did not want others notice 

her sadness. So, she touched the lady’s heart to 

calm down her feeling.  

82c Lily’s persistence to talk about her mother  to Lily made sure her mother picture and Black 

Mary picture still under the pillow because she 
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August no matter what the situation it is  wanted to talked with August about the truth on 

the end of the day 

84b Lily’s persistence to talk to August through 

waiting her in her room 

Lily slipped to the honey house to took 

everything that she needed to talk with August. 

When the daughters called Lily, she could not 

answer, she just need the answer from August 

no matter what the answer was 

85j Lily’s persistence to pretend that she was fine 

through trying to sound calm 

Lily said that she was okay, trying to sound 

calm, and only need more water 

85k Lily’s persistence to know everything about her 

mother from August 

Lily was persistent to know everything 

although August suggested her to sleep 

 

15 Lazy 1a Lily’s fondness of the bees  especially on their 

beautiful wings in the darkness 

Lily preferred awake and watched the bees 

rather than sleeping although it already night 

10a Description of Lily's activity through seeing the 

bees flick in the jar while waiting the night and 

went to her special place to hold her mother 

things 

Lily did not do something useful, she only 

watched the bees while waiting the night came 

51c Lily’s imaginary though while helping August to 

labeled all the honey jar 

Lily did not focus on her work because of 

imagining something 

60a Lily's desire in getting sleep for awhile because of 

the hot weather 

Lily wanted sleep while working because of the 

hot weather 
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60b Lily’s daydream about T. Ray who really wanted 

to win his heart and her mother who she really 

wanted to spending time with through pull out her 

mother things 

Lily was day dreaming about her parent. She 

dreamed that her father would love her and 

imagined spending her time with her mother 

60h Lily’s desire to slept and dream about her mother 

with roaches around her while she lived in the 

honey house 

After she knew her mother also lived in 

Boatwright’s house, Lily wanted to sleep and 

imagined about her 

76c Lily’s missed of her daily routine and 

togetherness with Boatwright sister and Rosaleen 

and spend most of her time with writing 

Lily did not work for a moment because 

everyone was in mourning condition. 

80a Lily’s laziness morning routine without honey 

processing work until the smell of fresh cakes 

wake her up  

Lily spent most of her time in honey house and 

being lazy person because of not doing honey 

processing for long time 

83b Lily’s fondness toward river with all calmness 

and happiness that is served 

Every day Lily went to the river to calm down 

her sadness. It was because of she felt bored 

with the rituals 

84b Lily’s persistence to talk to August through 

waiting her in her room 

Lily sneaked out while everyone were busy 

with cleaning after the ceremony to talk with 

August 

89b Lily’s desire of being alone with no one and back 

to the honey house 

Lily did not helping others in making the 

potluck dinner and wanted to lay on her cot in 

honey house 

90a Description of  everyone’s leaving after clean up After clean up, Lily back to the honey house 
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and put the statue back to patrol and did not following other to the house 

90b Lily’s daydream about fascinating question of 

miracle from the bible 

Lily preferred to lay down on her cot rather 

than joining others in the house 

91a Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling trough 

spending most of her time enjoying the river 

Lily spent her time in river because of being 

sadness of all the truth and did not have any 

willingness to work with August and Zach 

98a Lily’s laziness to open up the door when she was 

writing something in the book 

Lily kept writing although there was somebody 

knocked the door. She waited for others to 

open it. On the third knock and nobody was 

showing, Lily finally opened the door 

 

16 Diligent 40e Lily and Zach’s conversation about Zach’s 

favorite musician and Lily’s journey while 

changing the frames from the hives 

Lily and Zach worked together to changed the 

frames from the hives in the honey house 

44a Lily and Zach’s activity in taking care of the last 

supers as fast as they could to be able to harvest 

August asked Lily and Zach to took care the 

supers to be able to harvested  

48a Lily, August and Zach’s business to extract the 

honey to avoid the honey lost their favor and 

became crystallizing 

Lily, August and Zach proceed the honey 

because they did not want the honey lost their 

favor and became crystallizing because of the 

hot weather 

51c Lily’s diligence in helping August to labeled all 

the honey jar 

Lily helped August to put label on other side of 

the honey jar 
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58a Lily’s activity in taking care the bees with sugar 

water as the bees food supplies along the summer 

Lily helped August in watering the hives with 

sugar water for the bees as their food supplies 

when the flowers were dry in the summer 

82a Lily’s exhaustion after her bustling in preparing 

the Mary day 

Lily felt exhausted of Mary day preparation 

and on the day her check list of the preparation 

finally done 

84a Lily and Zach’s activities in helping clean up the 

mess after the ceremony 

Lily helped clean up the mess, she took the 

plate and cups  

96a Lily’s activities in the night through cleaning 

everything in the honey house and arranging them 

on the shelf 

Lily cleaned up everything in the honey house 

and arranged the things in the shelf. So the 

room looked clean and tidy 

 

17 Naughty 1l Lily's enthusiasm to flaunted her room to T. Ray 

which full of bees through trying very hard to 

woke him up and dragged him to her room 

Lily was waking up her father because she 

wanted flaunting about the bees to him 

5e Lily’s finding of her mother’s inheritances and 

examine the photograph situation and tried to find 

out the similarity between them 

Lily rummage her mother stuff without T. 

Ray’s permission  

5h Lily’s way in hiding her mother’s inheritances 

from T. Ray through put them in a tin box and 

buried in the peaches orchard 

Lily hided the stuffs with her and nobody knew 

about that. She also took it without T. Ray’s 

permission 

5i Lily's habit to sneak out in the night and being 

peaceful under the trees with her mother’s 

Lily went to the outside of the house which is 

shows bad attitude of a girl as seen in sneaking 
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inheritances from the house 

7c Lily’s way to calming herself by visiting her 

special place in peach orchard when the memory 

of the explosion appeared 

Lily regularly sneaking her house in the night 

to go to a place where she buried her mother 

things 

10b Lily’s effort to sneaked out from the house to dig 

up the tin box with her mother things in it 

Again and again Lily sneaked the house to dig 

out her mother things in the peach orchard 

10d T. Ray’s anger toward Lily because of sneak out 

of the house and being a slut  

Lily sneaked out from the house in the 

midnight which made T. Ray angry toward her 

13a Lily’s lies about sanitary supplies in getting 

permission from T. Ray to went to the town with 

Rosaleen 

Lily said a lie to gain T. Ray permission to let 

her went to the town with Rosaleen 

18g Lily's resistance towards T. Ray's anger through 

yelling that she was not afraid of him and 

comparing him with her mother 

Lily against T. Ray’s words because she tired 

of T. Ray’s ignorance with Rosaleen’s 

condition 

18k Lily’s effort to sneak out of the house without 

known by T. Ray 

Lily decided to left the house without getting 

noticed by T. Ray through passed the crack and 

walk in silence 

19a Lily’s decision to Tiburon after free Rosaleen 

from the jail which a place might keep secrets 

about Lily's mother 

Lily wanted to take Rosaleen out from the Jail 

with all effort that she could do 

21d Lily’s persistence to persuade Rosaleen to left the 

hospital through saying the possibilities of being 

killed by the three men 

Lily was convincing Rosaleen to left the 

hospital and came with her to Tiburon 
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21g Lily’s trick in tricking the security guard with a 

fake phone call to fight off the police from the 

door 

Lily tricked the policeman with fake phone call 

to ensure he left the hospital and Lily could 

bring Rosaleen out of the hospital freely 

22a Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to go out of the 

hospital through walked like visitor and run 

quickly when nobody watched them 

Lily asked Rosaleen through pretending as 

visitor to made them easily go out from the 

hospital 

22c Lily’s desire in using bad language in a certain 

situation to wreak her emotion 

Lily wanted to said bad language to express her 

anger toward everything that happened with her 

and Rosaleen 

25e Lily’s appreciation toward Rosaleen’s toughness 

by taking a snuff without permission and 

speculating to pay it one day 

Lily stole a snuff for Rosaleen without 

permission and speculating to pay it one day 

 

18 Deceitful  7f Description of Lily's explanation to T. Ray about 

her memory of her mother death day, but not with 

the explosion  

Lily remembered the death accident in detail. 

Lily told T. Ray everything that she remember, 

except clicking the gun and the explosion 

13a Lily’s lies about sanitary supplies in getting 

permission from T. Ray to went to the town with 

Rosaleen 

Lily asked permission to T. Ray to allowed her 

to came with Rosaleen to the town through said 

a lie about sanitary supplies 

19d Lily’s lies comment in defending Rosaleen to 

Brother Gerald through saying that Rosaleen was 

half deaf and can't hear clearly 

While talking with Brother Gerald, Lily tried to 

convincing him about Rosaleen through said a 

lie about Rosaleen's half deaf condition 

21f Description of Lily was caught red-handed by the Lily was caught by the nurse when she was in 
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nurse when she was in the colored section and 

decided to say a lie to save her life 

colored section which made her tried save her 

life through pretend that she was lost and 

wanted to meet her aunt 

23b Lily’s lies reason in getting hitchhiking from a 

driver 

A driver with Chevy truck stopped in front of 

them, without any further ado she said a lie to 

convince the driver to give them a ride 

25c Lily’s lies explanation to the clerk about her 

destination to Tiburon which aims to visiting her 

grandmother 

Lily lied to the clerk about her purpose visiting 

Tiburon through saying that she planned to 

visit her grandmother in Tiburon 

27f Lily's imagination of the statue which seems like 

told about her strengthen aspects and shame at the 

same time 

Lily felt that Mary talked to her that Lily had 

beauty and goodness. besides, she knew that 

Lily was a liar, murder and people who hated 

somebody  

27g Lily’s explanation about her run away and 

Rosaleen’s wound to dispel August’s suspicion 

toward them 

Lily lies about Rosaleen's wounds through said 

that Rosaleen fall down from the steps when 

they run away 

27k Lily’s lies explanations about their identity and 

family to Boatwrights sister and hope got a work 

for earning money 

Lily lied about Rosaleen and her last name and 

became “Rosaleen Smith, and Lily Williams,”, 

then she lied about her father who already died 

because of tractor accident and lied about her 

aunt name "Aunty Bernie" 

31f August and June's sparring about Lily's deceit 

about her life 

August and June knew that Lily lied to them, 

but August tried to convince June to gave Lily 

more time to reveal all the truth 
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31h Lily’s confusion feeling toward August’s 

kindness in letting Lily stay although knew her 

lies 

Lily heard everything about June and August's 

conversation which made her felt ashamed of 

all her lies 

37g Lily’s worry of Neil’s question and June’s 

intimidating face about how long they will stay in 

Boatwright’s house 

Lily lies about her origin to Neil through 

saying that she was from Spartanburg County 

38g Lily’s lies of being okay and feeling sorry to put 

June and May in a bad situation 

Lily lied about her condition to everyone and 

pretend that she was okay 

42f Lily’s hatred of being a liar especially to August 

who was very kind to Lily 

Lily did not like being a liar to everyone 

especially with August who were so kind to her 

55c Lily’s lies confession to avoid further question by 

Mr.  Forrest by saying female trouble to him 

Lily tried to avoid Mr. Forrest further personal 

question through said a lie about female trouble 

and looked convincing 

61b Lily’s lies of being okay to everyone and not 

ready knowing further information about her 

mother 

Lily lies that she was okay after knew a sign of 

her mother existence in the house and she was 

not ready yet to know more information about 

her mother 

68c Lily’s lie explanation about her life condition that 

was an orphan and Boatwright’s kindness toward 

her; costume jewelry and teddy bears.  

Lily lied about her life through saying that she 

was an orphaned then saying that Boatwright 

was very kind to her; bought her some jewelry 

and teddy bears. 

68d Lily’s lie explanation about the reason of her 

existence in a colored house 

Lily said a lie  to the police about how she end 

up in Boatwright’s house which same like she 
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told to Boatwright 

84i Lily’s shock while hearing August’s explanation 

that she knew her lies and everything 

Lily was very shock that August knew that 

Lily's mother was Deborah Fontanel Owens 

which made Lily confuse of her feeling; anger 

and betrayed. August told Lily that she knew 

about Deborah's daughter but she never expect 

that Lily would be in her house. August never 

told that she knew about Lily from the first 

time because she knew that Lily was not ready 

yet 

93a Lily’s lies of Rosaleen’s dress to cheer up 

Rosaleen’s feeling 

Lily lied about Rosaleen's dress and said the 

dress was good 

98h Lily’s lies about Rosaleen’s existence to T. Ray 

who look happy with that and string to Lily’s pin 

Lily lied about Rosaleen's existence through 

said that she was gone a long time ago. That 

was the thing that she could do for Rosaleen 

 

19 Responsible 4b Lily's creative in making the jar looked beautiful 

with putting some flower ornament as respect for 

living things 

Lily belief of reincarnation that people will 

born again as the thing they killed. So she 

made sure the bees life well through decorating 

it with fealty petals, pollen and also the holes as 

respect for living things. 

88a Lily and Rosaleen hard work to clean up 

everything until it back the it was 

Lily cleaned up the mess that she had made 

with a help from Rosaleen  
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96a Lily’s activities in the night through cleaning 

everything in the honey house and arranging them 

on the shelf 

Lily cleaned up everything in the honey house 

and arrange the things in the shelf. So the room 

looked clean and tidy 

 

20 Honest 1n Lily's effort to explain everything to T. Ray about 

the bees swarm in her room 

Lily told T. Ray about the bees swarm which 

were flying with buzzing in her room  

7f Description of Lily's explanation to T. Ray about 

her memory of her mother death day, but not with 

the explosion  

Lily explained everything that she remembered 

about the death accident to T. Ray especially 

about the gun 

11b Lily’s conversation with Rosaleen about her last 

night punishment 

Lily told everything about her sneaking out and 

the punishment to Rosaleen 

23e Lily's explanation in choosing Tiburon as a place 

destination and T. Ray's painful comment about 

her mother 

Lily told everything about the reason of 

choosing Tiburon, because of her mother black 

Mary picture with hand written "Tiburon" and 

told her too about her mother fact who run awal 

from the house 

25h Description of Rosaleen’s aggravation toward 

Lily who stole the snuff from the store 

Lily told Rosaleen to hide the snuff because she 

stole it for her 

27g Lily’s explanation about her run away and 

Rosaleen’s wound to dispel August’s suspicion 

toward them 

Lily told August about her run away with 

Rosaleen and had not place to go to 

84l Lily’s explanation about her father’s cruelty and 

his comment about Deborah’s leaving 

Lily told August about T. Ray who never fit 

called Daddy and yell all the time to her. 
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Besides, she told her about Deborah's leaving; 

Deborah left her and T. Ray and run away 

84o Lily’s explanation about the miserable detail 

about Rosaleen’s arresting incident until get her 

out from the hospital 

Lily explained about Rosaleen's arresting 

accident to August. She told about the wounds 

in Rosaleen's head which made August curious, 

it was because Rosaleen wanted to register her 

name for vote. Then it caused trouble from the 

men mocked Rosaleen, poured the snuff juice 

to the men's shoes until the police took Lily and 

Rosaleen to the jail. Lily got free on the day her 

in, but Rosaleen stayed and the men harm her. 

Then Lily also explained about how she freed 

Rosaleen from the jail. she explained that she 

sneaked to hospital to free Rosaleen    

84q Lily’s uncontrolled sadness while saying her 

accidental involvement in the death of her mother 

Lily was so sad until made her folded her hand 

unconsciously. She told that she hate being a 

bad person; be a liar and hatred; she hated T. 

Ray, the girls in the school who always ignored 

her, William Merchant although she did not 

knew her well, sometimes she hated Rosaleen 

who embarrassed her, and she hated June from 

the first. Lily could not control her eyes and 

nose that still running. then she said about her 

involvement of her died and she was the one 

who do it then made her felt became unlovable 

person 
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85a Lily’s explanation about her mother’s black Mary 

picture with hand written of ‘Tiburon, S.C. as 

signpost for Lily to August 

Lily showed the black Mary pictured that 

belonged to her mother to August. On the back 

of the picture, there was hand written of 

‘Tiburon, S.C'  

85c Lily’s explanation of her effort in knowing 

August’s address through asking the clerk at the 

restaurant who sell August’s honey 

Lily told August that Frogmore Stew General 

Store then spotted August honey in the store 

then asked the clerk about August's address. 

That was how Lily came to August's house 

87b Lily’s confession to Rosaleen about doing such a 

mess through throwing some honey jars to the 

wall 

Lily explained everything to Rosaleen that 

what T. Ray said about her mother was true 

87e Lily’s explanation about her anger toward her 

mother who left her when she was a child and her 

conversation with August 

Lily explained about everything; about her 

mother who left her when she was child and 

her conversation with August to knew 

everything about her mother 

98i Lily and T. Ray’s argument about Deborah’s pin 

which T. Ray’s gift to Deborah on her birthday 

Lily explained that August gave her a pin 

belonged to Deborah which she got as birthday 

present from T. Ray.  

98j Lily’s explanation about Deborah and August 

relationship until come to Sylvan 

Lily said that the pink house was a place that 

Deborah visited the day when she left the house 

 

21 Patient 1i Description of T. Ray who loved his dog the most 

rather than Lily   

Lily saw T. Ray really loved her dog very 

much; let it sleep on his bed, got stomach 
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scratched every day and never being angry of it  

10a Description of Lily's activity through seeing the 

bees flick in the jar while waiting the night and 

went to her special place to hold her mother 

things 

Lily was waiting the night to be able to went to 

her special place in the peach orchard through 

seeing the bees in the jar 

64f The patience of Lily in finding out the secret of 

her mother until Zach’s problem completely end 

Lily knew that the situation was not right to 

had a talk with August about her mother and 

wait until everything alright 

84f Lily’s patience in waiting August through 

thinking of scary prison movies 

Lily was waiting in August room patiently 

while thinking about scary prison movies 

89i Lily’s patience in waiting her turn to wash her 

hand from the honey    

Lily was waiting until the last for washing her 

hand from the honey 

 

22 Friendly 14a Rosaleen’s birthday greetings to Lily and 

celebrated together with an angel cake and 

fourteen candles 

Lily was happy when Rosaleen came with 

angel cake with fourteen candles. They 

celebrated together; eating two slices with a 

glass of milk 

14b Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to the town with 

walking down the street 

Lily accompanied Rosaleen faithfully to the 

town with walking by feet 

14c Lily’s suggestion to took a rest at the church 

while observing the picture on the fan 

Lily suggest Rosaleen to took a rest in the 

church so they could felt comfort until their 

stamina recovered 
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16c Lily's way to strengthened Rosaleen from three 

men's intimidation through saying that those men 

won't harm her 

Lily knew that Rosaleen was frightened right 

now. When they arrived at the station Lily 

strengthen Rosaleen from the men's 

intimidation 

17d Lily’ desire to leave the jail with Rosaleen 

through making a promise to be back for her 

Lily wanted leave the jail with Rosaleen, 

together and she did not want to left her alone 

in jail 

23i Lily's togetherness with Rosaleen while 

apologizing each other under the moonlight 

Lily loved spending her time with Rosaleen 

even more they were finally apologize each 

other after their fight 

25a Lily's decision to visited a restaurant to bought 

some foods and beverages for them to ate 

Lily was hungry and so was Rosaleen. So she 

decided to visit the restaurant to buy some 

foods and beverages for herself and Rosaleen 

27f Lily's imagination of the statue which seems like 

told about her strengthen aspects and shame at the 

same time 

Lily felt that the statue know her well because 

she felt goodness and shame at the same time 

40c Lily and Zach’s conversation about introducing 

their self each other 

Lily and Zach introduced about their self each 

other. Both of them were shock; Zach was 

shock because of Lily was being white while 

Lily was shock because of Zach was very 

handsome 

40e Lily and Zach’s conversation about Zach’s 

favorite musician and Lily’s journey while 

changing the frames from the hives 

Lily and Zach did small talked while changing 

the frames from the hives in the honey house. 

They talked about Zach's favorite musician and 
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Lily's journey in Tiburon 

40f Lily’s desire to learnt drive a car from Zach 

which made Zach mocked her 

Lily asked Zach to taught her drive a car and 

made Zach mock her. He said that Lily was 

kind of girl who loved destroy everything 

41c Description of Zach and Lily’s delight lunch 

which prepared by May every day 

Lily and Zach usually ate their lunch under the 

pine trees; eating bologna sandwich and 

another banana deserts made by May 

41d Lily and Zach’s conversation about their planning 

job in the future and their pessimistic hope of 

their future 

Lily supported Zach's desire of being lawyer in 

a cool way although for the first time she was 

being hesitant with his desire 

50a Zach’s kindness toward Lily by giving her a 

notebook to helped her start writing 

Zach showed her kindness with Lily which 

could be an indication Lily was kind too with 

Zach 

50b Description of Zach's love statement to Lily and 

he knew the consequences of it 

Zach expressed his love feeling to Lily and 

stated that how the world might against their 

relationship. It made Lily realized and respect 

Zach’s decision  

53c Lily’s proud of May who finally could control her 

sadness by not coming to the wall for five days 

Lily was happy after seeing May who could 

control her sadness 

55d Lily and Zach’s politeness when leaving the 

office of Mr. Forrest 

Lily and Zach leave the Mr. Forrest politely 

through saying goodbye although she had to 

pretend having female problem 

59c Lily’s happiness while playing the water with The four of them playing together being wet 
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August, May and Rosaleen from the water spinner with lot of laugh, off 

course 

59d Lily’s ignorant in hosing June with the water 

spinner until made them laughed out loud and 

hugged together 

Lily and June snatch the water spinner until the 

water able to vanished June's made face and 

turned into big smile and almost laugh. It made 

Lily and others happy in seeing June's smile. 

For the last June hugged Lily sincerity 

64d Lily’s explanation to everyone in pink house 

about Zach’s arresting incident 

Lily told August everything that happen while 

they entering the house 

65e Lily’s confusion of her desire to say something to 

strengthen Zach’s feeling 

Lily wanted to say something to strengthen 

Zach's feeling, but she felt confuse to did that 

65g Lily’s promise to write down a story for Zach 

until she have to leave him 

Lily decide made a promise and willing to 

write down a story for Zach 

82f Lily’s happiness conversation with the daughters 

about making blue hat for Lily 

Lily talked with one of daughters, Lunnele. She 

said that Lily had beautiful hair comb, and she 

would be glad if Lily would let her made a hat. 

It made Lily very happy and she wanted blue 

hat from Lunnele 

82l Lily and Rosaleen’s effort to humming the 

unknown song for Mary while carrying burning 

candle 

Lily and Rosaleen were joining the worship, 

they did not event know about the song that the 

others were singing. So they were only 

humming the song as their respect for the 

worship 
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83d Lily’s effort to save the fish through soak in the 

water but not last long until they were die 

Lily also cared with the fish. She tried to save 

them through soak in the water 

93a Lily’s lies of Rosaleen’s dress to cheer up 

Rosaleen’s feeling 

Lily wanted Rosaleen happy so she 

complemented her dress although said a lie 

about her dress 

93b Lily’s worry of Rosaleen’s desire in getting vote 

card which remain her about the arresting 

incident 

Lily was very worried after heard she wanted to 

register her vote, because it made Lily 

remembered the horrible event  

95c Lily’s affection toward Rosaleen through hug her 

from the back and saying love to her 

Lily really loved Rosaleen. After Rosaleen 

back from register her vote with happy smile, 

Lily hug her from the back and said she loved 

her very much 

98d Lily’s effort to look calm through invite him to 

the house and sit down 

Lily tried o look calm and friendly, so she 

invited T. Ray to the house and let him to sit 

politely 

98h Lily’s lies about Rosaleen’s existence to T. Ray 

who look happy with that and string to Lily’s pin 

Lily lied about Rosaleen's existence through 

said that she was gone a long time ago. That 

was the thing that she could do for Rosaleen 

 

23 Sincere 4h Lily’s daydream about Rosaleen as her real 

mother; being adopted if she were a Negro or 

living together in New York without worry with 

their skin color 

Lily loved Rosaleen same as she loved her 

mother. She desire to lived together in New 

York without worry with their skin color or 

Rosaleen being white and became her mother 
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5a Description of Lily's mother named Deborah 

which became the prettiest name for Lily 

Lily's mother name was Deborah and became 

the prettiest name for Lily as a proved that Lily 

loved her mother so much  

11a Lily’s happiness of her mother things still safe 

from T. Ray 

Lily was really love her mother stuff which T. 

Ray did not know that she kept them a few 

years behind 

11d Lily’s memory of T. Ray’s smile toward her 

when she sang a song with upside-down book 

Lily loved T. Ray especially when he watched 

her sang a song with upside-down book with a 

smile drawn in her mouth 

13c Lily’s decision to free up the bees from the jar 

through open up the jar cover so the bees can 

come out 

Lily let the bees came out from the jar through 

open up the jar, tap out and laid on one side, 

but the bees won't come out 

17d Lily’ desire to leave the jail with Rosaleen 

through making a promise to be back for her 

Lily was really caring with Rosaleen. When she 

was able to get free from the jail, she promised 

that she would be back for her 

23i Lily's regret of her words toward Rosaleen and 

desire to find her in the darkness of the forest 

Lily was felt sorry after her bad words to 

Rosaleen, so she tried to find Rosaleen in the 

darkness of forest to apology of her selfish 

23j Lily's togetherness with Rosaleen while 

apologizing each other under the moonlight 

Lily loved spending her time with Rosaleen 

even more they were finally apologize each 

other after their fight 

25e Lily’s appreciation toward Rosaleen’s toughness 

by taking a snuff without permission and 

Lily was really care to Rosaleen, so she decide 

to took the snuff without permission and 
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speculating to pay it one day speculating to pay it one day 

31d Lily and Rosaleen’s perspective toward May’s 

mental psychologist 

Lily and Rosaleen had same thought about 

May’s condition who was sensitive and easily 

being sad 

44i Lily’s freezing movement after sucked purple 

honey from Zach’s finger 

Lily let Zach's finger with purple honey came 

to her mouth 

48b Lily’s happiness around the people who loved her 

especially wasting time with Zach 

Lily was happy living in the Boatwright’s 

house with many affection and sincerity from 

everyone which made Lily sincerely loved and 

cared with them too 

51g Lily's fondness of Black Madonna, Rosaleen, and 

writing stories and poems 

Lily loved the name of Black Madonna 

although she could not say the name, and she 

loved Rosaleen too 

51h Lily silly fondness toward Coca-Cola with salted 

peanuts then she loved honey, bees and August 

too 

Lily loved drinking Coca-Cola with salted 

peanuts after came from school then when she 

arrived in Boatwright’s house she loved honey, 

bees and August too 

69f Lily’s kindness to May through holding her hand 

and wishing her happiness in the heaven 

Lily took May's hand and wishes she would be 

happy in the heaven and she did not need the 

wall anymore to calm down her sadness 

69g Lily’s desire to May in order to send her message 

to her mother for her happiness life and how 

much she love her mother 

Lily wished that May would send her message 

to her mother that she stayed away with T, Ray 

right now, and hoped that her mother sent her a 
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sight of love to Lily 

82e Lily’s fondness toward the Boatwright’s house 

with all its warmth from the deep of her heart 

Lily said to herself that she loved being in 

Boatwright will all the warmth that they gave 

to another 

82f Lily’s happiness conversation with the daughters 

about making blue hat for Lily  

Lily talked with one of daughters, Lunnele. She 

said that Lily had beautiful hair comb, and she 

would be glad if Lily would let her made a hat. 

It made Lily very happy and she wanted blue 

hat from Lunnele 

82i June’s apologize toward Lily for being hard from 

the first time meeting 

June swallowed Lily with the cake and 

whispered that she was sorry for being rude 

from the first time.  

84r Lily’s speechless feeling after knowing that 

everyone love her unconditionally 

Lily felt speechless when she knew everyone 

loved her but she did not know how deal with 

that 

98w Lily’s happiness life in staying around everyone 

who loves her very much like her mother 

Lily was very happy with all those mother that 

she had know like a moon shining the world 

 

24 Empathetic 17c Lily’s worry toward Rosaleen big wound in her 

head with long puffy over her eyebrow 

When Rosaleen opened up the towel on her 

head, she saw inches wound on Rosaleen's 

head which made her worry through asking her 

condition   

17d Lily’ desire to leave the jail with Rosaleen Lily felt said seeing Rosaleen with all 
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through making a promise to be back for her pressured that she got from the men and ended 

in jail 

18e Lily’s worry about a threat that might happen to 

Rosaleen because of having problem with 

meanest nigger-hater in Sylvan  

After Lily heard information about Franklin 

Posey who was the meanest nigger-hater in 

Sylvan and might kill nigger, it made Lily was 

very worried with Rosaleen' s further life 

23i Lily's regret of her words toward Rosaleen and 

desire to find her in the darkness of the forest 

Lily was felt sorry and regret with bad words 

that she said to Rosaleen, so she tried to 

apologized of everything 

30b Lily’s sympathies toward May’s sensitiveness 

through her desire to accompany her while sing 

"Oh! Susanna" song 

Lily felt sad because of seeing May's sadness 

after looking for Rosaleen's wound 

36c Lily’s concern toward Rosaleen’s wound through 

asking Rosaleen about her head condition 

Lily was worried of Rosaleen’s stitches, so she 

asked her about her head condition to made 

sure that she was felt better 

37d Lily’s kindness to May by suggesting her to the 

stone wall to made her calm down 

Lily knew that May was sensitive so she asked 

her to her wall, so she could heal her sadness 

90g Lily’s curiosity of her mother’s poetry book 

which made her feel sorry of her 

Lily felt sorry toward her mother after read her 

mother poetry book, she felt sorry of being 

invisible worm for her mother  

90h Lily’s happiness after seeing a picture of 

togetherness Lily and her mother with a lot of 

affection from her 

Lily felt happy after seen a photo between her 

mother and little Lily, it made her realize that 

her mother loved her too 
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97i Lily’s calmness feeling after heard August 

explanation through close her eyes for awhile 

Lily felt calm after heard August’s explanation 

about her mother and people could not be 

perfect one 

98l Description of Lily’s shock of T. Ray’s attitude 

who look confuse of her explanation 

Lily felt sad toward T. Ray because she finally 

knew and saw how T. Ray sunk into bitterness 

of all his sadness lived without Deborah 

 

25 Helpful 6a Lily’s activity while helping T. Ray sold the 

peaches through reading a book 

Lily helped T. Ray selling his peaches along 

the summer which kind of boredom job for 

Lily 

8c Lily’s kindness in helping Rosaleen to fixed the 

TV by twisting the antennae until the TV cleared 

enough 

Lily tried to help Rosaleen to fixed the TV 

through twisting the antennae of the TV until 

they could clearly watch the news 

54c Zach’s curiosity about Mr.  Forrest’s cases while 

load out the honey until replaced by Lily 

Zach and Mr. Clayton talked about Mr. 

Clayton’s newly cases while arranging the 

honey in the rack until they left Lily alone to 

load out the honey 

67a Everyone’s effort to find out May who had gone 

about five minutes to the wall through yelling out 

her names many times and discovering the river 

in the woods 

Everyone tried to find May who had gone 

about 25 minutes. They went to her wall and 

discovering the river and also called her name 

out loud to gain her attention 

67h Lily’s effort in helping June and August to carry 

May’s body to the river bank 

Lily helped August and June carried out May's 

body to the bank river although little bit 
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struggle carry May's body 

74b August, Zach and Lily’s activities in opening the 

hives from the black cotton to avoid losing the 

bees 

Lily, August and Zach opened the black cotton 

from the hives to avoid losing the bees and it 

was not good too for the bees 

81a Lily’s bustling activities in preparing the Mary 

day through making and setting up ornament in 

the house 

Lily was being one of who prepared for the 

Mary day; Lily helped with the streamer, made 

cutting and curling effect then hang the 

ornament in the trees then continued with 

found out the Christmas light and arranged the 

table cards 

81c Lily’s effort to place the candle wax in a glass 

and little holes around the grass 

lily placed the candle  in a glass and little holes 

around the grass 

82a Lily’s exhaustion after her bustling in preparing 

the Mary day 

Lily felt exhausted of Mary day preparation 

and on the day her check list of the preparation 

finally done 

 

26 Confident 1l Lily's enthusiasm to flaunted her room to T. Ray 

which full of bees through trying very hard to 

woke him up and dragged him to her room 

Lily was happy when the bees came to her 

room which made her excited to flaunted them 

especially to T. Ray 

4a Lily’s effort to prove her words to T. Ray about 

the bees through caught the bees and put them in 

a jar 

Lily knew that she could made T. Ray believed 

with her words about the bees through showing 

him the bees as the concrete evidence 

18i   Lily’s desire to left the house and found another Lily had high confidence to left the house after 
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roof for her and Rosaleen after saw signs from the 

empty jar and heard mysterious voice 

heard mysterious voice as her sign 

19a Lily’s decision to Tiburon after free Rosaleen 

from the jail which a place might keep secrets 

about Lily's mother 

Lily decided to Tiburon because she believed 

that place might knew secret of her mother life 

36e Lily’s strong feeling that her mother  had stayed 

in Boatwright’s house before 

Lily believed that her mother was been in 

Boatwright’s house and August might be the 

answer of all Lily's questions about her mother 

36f Lily’s argument to Rosaleen about T. Ray’s 

slightly comment about her mother’s leaving 

Lily believed that her mother did not leave her 

which was opposite from T. Ray's comment 

97a Lily’s showing off as her brand new life to the 

pink house through looking  beautiful and eating 

the breakfast 

Lily finally could accept all the truth of her 

parent and decided to continued her life with 

Boatwright’s house 

98p Lily’s effort to let her hand free from T. Ray 

through yelling out loud and calling her “Daddy” 

Lily screamed out loud to T. Ray “Daddy” 

because she knew that T. Ray was not in 

conscious mode 

98q T. Ray’s force Lily to come with him to Sylvan 

although Lily refuse it 

T. Ray forced Lily to come with him, but Lily 

refused it, she did not want back with him and 

she also go support from August to stay in her 

house 

98w Lily's blessing to Mary of all happiness that she 

got through visiting the black Mary Everyday 

Lily felt bless of everything that happened to 

Mary because Lily believed everything was 

happened because of her 
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27 Courageous 1l Lily's enthusiasm to flaunted her room to T. Ray 

which full of bees through trying very hard to 

woke him up and dragged him to her room 

Lily took the risk in waking up T. Ray from his 

sleep to flaunt about the bees 

10b Lily’s effort to sneaked out from the house to dig 

up the tin box with her mother things in it 

Lily sneaked the house to the peach orchard 

where she buried her mother things. It could 

made Lily got punishment if T. Ray knew 

about her habit 

18g Lily's resistance towards T. Ray's anger through 

yelling that she was not afraid of him and 

comparing him with her mother 

Lily was yelling to T. Ray and told him that she 

was not afraid with him and compare him with 

her mother's affection 

18i Lily’s desire to left the house and found another 

roof for her and Rosaleen after saw signs from the 

empty jar and heard mysterious voice  

Lily got signs to left the house then made her 

decide to left the house and T. Ray 

19a Lily’s decision to Tiburon after free Rosaleen 

from the jail which a place might keep secrets 

about Lily's mother 

Lily decided to Tiburon because she wanted 

know about her mother 

20a Lily's anger toward Mr. Gaston about 

unreasonable explanation about Rosaleen's 

wounds and displacement to the hospital   

Lily stared Mr. Gaston with anger face because 

she knew that what he said was a lied 

21a Lily’s effort in finding Rosaleen’s room until she 

got a sign of her "No Visitor" with policeman sit 

outside the room 

Lily went to hospital to meet Rosaleen. She 

sneaked out to colored section to find her room 

although she knew there was a police guard in 
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the hospital 

24f Lily's argument about Civil Right which should 

be obeyed by everyone 

Lily was very annoyed with the people who did 

not let the colored people gain their right 

although the government already sign the civil 

right for them 

28d Lily's weird feeling that she was traveling about a 

week, through out the safari with lions and tigers 

until she arrived at lost diamond city  

She felt that a long the journey from Sylvan 

and Tiburon same as go to the safari with lions 

and tigers until she arrived at lost diamond city  

42b Lily and June’s sparring about Lily’s long 

existence in Boatwright’s house 

Lily and June were debating because of Lily 

had already stayed in Boatwright’s house for 2 

weeks which made June became annoying. Lily 

bravely answer June's question although she 

said a lie to defend her self 

54f Lily’s decision to made a call to T. Ray, tried to 

say sorry and asked about her favorite color to T. 

Ray 

Lily asked Mrs. Lucy's permission to let her 

used the phone to make a collect call then she 

imagine of the telephone ringing in her room. 

She tried to look okay when she heard T. Ray's 

anger voice  

56a Lily’s effort to wrote down a letter to T. Ray 

about Lily’s unrequited affection from T. Ray 

Lily wrote a letter to T. Ray. She wrote 

everything; her effort to got affection from him 

when she was nine, hope that he was a joy life, 

and said how angry she is to him through 

making an abbreviation that suit with him 

60f Lily’s courage in asking May about Deborah Lily was quite nervous, her knees were tremble 
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Fontanel, Lily’s mother then finally the question about Deborah to May 

came out from Lily's mouth  

97a Lily’s showing off as her brand new life to the 

pink house through looking  beautiful and eating 

the breakfast 

Lily finally could accept all the sadness and 

bravely face the real word for her next step of 

life  

98o T. Ray’s anger of his sadness of Deborah’s 

leaving through vent it to Lily 

Lily could face T. Ray’s anger and she could 

stand long while seeing him being uncontrolled 

98q Lily’s effort to let her hand free from T. Ray 

through yelling out loud and calling her “Daddy” 

Lily tried to let her hand free from T. Ray who 

full of anger, she shout and called him 

"Daddy!" then made the situation became 

freezing with no body able to move, but Lily 

move backward and said "sorry" to T. Ray and 

refused to leave the house with T. Ray 

 

28 Fearful 12c Lily’s worry about Rosaleen desire in having a 

vote because of the violence news  in the 

television and the cruelty of the people to 

complicate them to got the voting 

Lily felt really worried of Rosaleen’s desire in 

registering her vote. Because she had seen 

news about violence and how people planned 

to complicated them to got the voting 

15d Lily’s frighten toward the tense situation 

especially the three men violence toward 

Rosaleen 

Lily was feeling afraid with the tense and 

fighting between the men and Rosaleen which 

remain her with her past 

15f Three men’s violence toward Rosaleen in getting 

her to apologize through twisting her hands until 

Lily was feeling afraid with the tense situation 

and the three men also intimidate her through 
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bent down on the ground planned on calling T. Ray to punish her 

16b Lily’s worry toward the annoying three men who 

followed them behind the police car  

Lily would jump out every time the men blew 

the horn from the outside of the car 

27b Lily's nervousness to knock Boatwright’s front 

door by saying the name of God with loud heart 

beating 

Lily was very nervous when she knock the door 

of Boatwright’s house 

37g Lily’s worry of Neil’s question and June’s 

intimidating face about how long they will stay in 

Boatwright’s house 

Neil asked another question to Lily about how 

long that she and Rosaleen would stay in 

Boatwright’s house while June also looked her 

with intimidating face. Lily answer the 

question through not looking at their face, but 

she was looking at the trash can  

40a Lily’s frighten toward siren which remained her 

of her sadness life, especially Mr Gaston or T. 

Ray who might took away Lily's happiness 

Lily was afraid every time she heard siren 

which made her thought about her lost 

happiness were took away by T. Ray or Mr 

Gaston 

42d Lily’s desire to talked everything about her 

mother and the picture of black Mary to August  

Lily wanted to talked about everything; about 

her mother and her mother things, but she was 

too afraid without touching the lady's heart in 

patrol 

42e Lily’s frightening of the truth in knowing 

something out of her expectation from August 

Lily was afraid to told everything to August, 

she did not have any courage to knew 

something out of her expectation, like August 

did knew about Lily's mother 
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55b Lily’s frighten with Mr.  Forrest’s intimating 

question  

When Mr. Clayton asked Lily about her family, 

she felt uncomfortable to got further lawyer 

question from Mr. Clayton 

65a Lily’s worry in entering the jail which made her 

remain her past in jail 

Lily felt worry and little bit uncomfortable 

when entering the jail because it remained her 

about her past with Rosaleen in jail 

67d Lily’s frighten of the police’s coming through 

staring each other with Rosaleen 

Lily was afraid when she heard about the 

police's coming from June which made her 

stared Rosaleen too 

68a Lily’s anxiety of the police interrogation which 

made her chair shacking so fast 

Lily was frighten with the police interrogation 

and felt like she was in danger and made he 

chair shaking very fast 

79b Lily’s confusion feeling of everything which 

might change after the truth released 

Lily thought that something might be worst 

when the truth was released 

84g Lily’s nervousness after heard August’s step to 

the room 

Lily was being nervous when she heard 

August's footsteps from the hallway to her 

room 

89c Lily’s desire to talk about everything to Zach 

although she didn’t have any courage of it 

Lily wanted to talk about everything to Zach. 

So she asked August to told him about 

everything  

93b Lily’s worry of Rosaleen’s desire in getting vote 

card which remain her about the arresting 

incident 

Lily worried of Rosaleen who would get her 

vote and it made Lily remember the arresting 

accident, the men and the jail situation 
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98c Lily’s frighten of T. Ray who might drag her to 

Sylvan 

Lily was afraid of T. Ray and might be drag her 

to Sylvan 

98f Lily’s frighten to T. Ray while explain her about 

the statue in the patrol 

Lily told T. Ray that the statue is Mary, the 

mother of Jesus with frighten voice 

 

29 Hesitant 3d T. Ray’s ignorance of Lily’s life who might never 

have possibilities to be a popular girl 

Lily lived ignorance father and no mother. 

Those fact made Lily being pessimist of having 

good looking or popular girl 

3f Lily’s sadness of her messy appearance and 

incapable to join charm school because of did not 

have women relatives 

Lily was sad because of having messy 

appearance and had not chance to register 

charm school 

7h Lily’s desire to get a hug from T. Ray after the 

sadness story 

Lily felt sad after heard the story of the 

accident which made Lily had a desire to got a 

hug from T. Ray, but her body frozen either 

with T. Ray  

8e Lily’s confusion of being excited or worried 

about the civil right for Negroes 

Lily was hesitant of the situation; in one side, 

she was happy because of Rosaleen's dream 

come true, in other side she was worry because 

of people's conversation about the civil right 

like a contest of do or die 

36a Lily’s hurt feeling toward the impossible 

imagination about T. Ray  who might regret 

everything that he had done to her 

Lily was not confident that T. Ray would regret 

everything that he did to Lily 
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41d Lily and Zach’s conversation about their planning 

job in the future and their pessimistic hope of 

their future 

Lily thought of having impossible possibilities 

having good work or bright future  

44f Lily’s special feeling toward Zach which 

impossible happened and might against the law 

nature 

Lily was being pessimist that nobody would 

approve her feeling toward Zach 

 

30 Bad-Tempered 11e Lily’s desire to find another roof to stay which 

might gave her newly bright life 

In the deep of her heart, Lily was angry toward 

T. Ray which made her think to find out 

another roof to stay  

18g Lily's resistance towards T. Ray's anger through 

yelling that she was not afraid of him and 

comparing him with her mother 

Lily was very anger because of T. Ray’s 

ignorance toward Rosaleen bad condition in jail 

20a Lily's anger toward Mr. Gaston about 

unreasonable explanation about Rosaleen's 

wounds and displacement to the hospital   

Lily heard unreasonable explanation from Mr. 

Gaston who said that Rosaleen was hit her head 

and fall then made her need medical treatment. 

Those explanations made Lily shout because of 

it did not make sense 

20b Lily’s anger because of too worry about 

Rosaleen's condition which she did not knew 

Lily became very angry because she did not 

knew exactly about Rosaleen's condition 

although Brother Gerald tried to settle down  

21c Lily’s anger toward the men’s cruelty and 

Rosaleen’s carelessness not to apologize 

Lily was angry because of the men's cruelty to 

Rosaleen and became mad with Rosaaleen too 

because why she cannot just said an apology or 
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pretend that she was felt sorry so she might not 

be in trouble or getting hurt 

22c Lily’s desire in using bad language in a certain 

situation to wreak her emotion 

Lily used bad language because she thought 

that she was mature enough to used it 

23h Lily's anger argument toward Rosaleen about her 

disrespect of Lily's effort in helping her 

Lily became very angry to Rosaleen who did 

not respect of what she had done for her to save 

her life 

31i Lily’s resentment feeling about June’s bad 

attitude toward her 

Lily felt annoyed because of June's dislike 

toward her 

45b Lily’s tired of her life which made her curse 

everyone they passed 

Lily scream out from the window car and swear 

to people who able to ate with worse smell of 

cows 

76b Lily’s confusion to the world which did not let 

her telling August everything about her mother 

the universe like did not support Lily's desire to 

talk with August because there were many 

problems appeared when she finally ready to 

talk about everything 

82o Lily’s disapproval in terms of “Remembering” 

especially remembering her sadness  memory 

She did not like terms of "remembering" 

because of the only memory that she had was 

only the sadness one.  

86c Lily’s anger of her mother through throwing 

honey jars and everything at the wall as hard as 

she can and blood splattered on her hand 

Lily was very angry; she did not respect that 

her mother dared to leave her although she was 

her own child. Then Lily took the honey jar and 

smashed them to there was as hard as her 
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anger. It made the blood splattered on her hand 

91c Lily’s hatred with Deborah and T. Ray who made 

her life became misfortune  

Lily back to the pink house while tried to not 

imagined about her mother around the pink 

house, but then she imagined that her mother 

would be around the wall and tucked written 

paper with T. Ray's name in it or Lily's name 

might be there too. Lily felt angry of all the 

sadness, wound and being abandoned that her 

parent left for Lily 

 

31 Moody 

9e 

Lily’s sadness toward T. Ray’s ignorance about 

her birthday and her invisible existence in his life 

Lily was very sad because of T. Ray who had 

not gain his attention and ignorance with her 

birthday 

44c 

Zach’s curiosity with Lily’s condition who was 

still silent all the way and refuse to answer his 

question 

Suddenly Lily became full of silent which 

made Zach asked her condition, but she 

preferred to stay silent and not answer Zach's 

question  

44e 

Lily’s unstoppable happiness feeling after getting 

hit and bounce with Zach 

After being silent along the journey, Lily 

suddenly being very happy after getting hit and 

bounce with Zach. It was like her emotion 

became upside down  

45c 
Lily’s effort in showing her worst sides to hides 

her feeling  to Zach 

Lily was crying because of Zach was able to 

change her life from having no future became 

happiness girl. She realize that she was crying 
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because of Zach although she pretended that 

she was mad of him 

51m 

Lily’s desire in having a happiness family 

memory like what August had 

Lily was being sad because she envy with 

August’s life which full happiness and 

affection 

67k 

Lily’s sadness of May’s death accident until 

cannot hear anything even June and August’s 

conversation 

Lily was very sad because she lost figured of 

lovely May, even she could not heard what 

June and August were talking about 

69h 
Lily’s sadness while saying good bye to May   Lily was sad because she had to say good bye 

to May for the last time 

82o 

Lily’s disapproval in terms of “Remembering” 

especially remembering her sadness  memory 

Lily hated in terms of “Remembering” because 

she had not any good memory of the past 

moment 

84m 

Lily’s sadness of everything that happened to her 

life 

Lily was sad of being an ignorance child and 

motherless and should live about 14 years with 

abusive father 

85h 
Lily’s sadness of being unwanted child and made 

her mother stuck with T. Ray 

Lily was very sad because she knew that she 

was unwanted child 

85n 
Lily’s sadness and hatred of her miserable mother 

who left her alone with T. Ray 

Lily sad after knew her mother left her alone 

with Lily 

86d 

Lily’s powerful sadness of being disappointed of 

herself, lived with a belief that her mother loved 

her but the reality was not same 

Lily was sad because everything that she 

believed and it all wrong 
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89b 
Lily’s desire of being alone with no one and back 

to the honey house 

Lily spent all her day of being alone during her 

mourning 

 

32 Bee-Lover 

1a 

Lily’s fondness of the bees  especially on their 

beautiful wings in the darkness 

Lily love to keep track of the bees; the 

humming of buzzing sound and flying with 

shining wings which made Lily felt happy  

1b 

 Lily's confusing and fuss teenager life, but still 

loved the bees 

Lily's thought about the bees coming were such 

like a miracle sent to her on her confusing 

teenager starting period  

1k 

Lily’s admiration of the bee’s coming which were 

filling out Lily’s room and made her became the 

center  

Lily's happiness when the bees came to her 

room which made her became the perfect 

center of bees swarm  

12a 
 Lily’s fondness of bees toward their movement 

in the jar which tried to escape from the jar 

Lily loved observe the bees which tried to exit 

from the jar  

34a 
Description of Lily’s first lesson about facing the 

real bees named  bees yard etiquette 

Lily was eager to learn about the bees, so she 

got bees yard etiquette from August  

34e 

Lily’s funny attitude toward made a curtsy to the 

bees queen which made August laugh 

Lily made curtsy to the bee queen same as 

people curtsy to queen Elizabeth II which made 

August laugh out loud 

51d 

Lily’s thought of how smart bees are in creating 

perfect hexagon and turn flower into sweetness 

liquid that loved by everyone 

Lily thought that bees were smart animal which 

able to made perfect hexagon as their hives, 

helped the farmer with pollination and turn the 

flower pollen became sweetness liquid or 
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people called it as honey 

51h 

Lily silly fondness toward Coca-Cola with salted 

peanuts then she loved honey, bees and August 

too 

Lily loved bees after she knew and closer with 

bees 

52c 

Lily’s happiness toward listening the bees 

humming like a fancy orchestra 

Lily heard the bees humming in the hives 

which were bee's way for cooling down the 

bees and it sounds like a fancy orchestra 

52d 
Lily’s curiosity of the secret life of bees through 

asking everything to August 

Lily was asking about another secret of bees to 

August 

58d 
Lily’s desire to became a beekeeper through add 

it to her list of career 

Lily put beekeeper to her list job because she 

wanted to be beekeeper one day 

71b 
Lily’s observing of how August draping hives 

with black cotton and being curious of it 

Lily learnt about house August covered the 

hives with black fabric and being curious of it 

71e 

Lily’s confusion about the story and philosophy 

of dripping the black cotton to the hives 

Lily was being confused after hear August’s 

explanation about the philosophy of covered 

the bee hives 

71g 

August’s explanation about meaning of dripping 

the hives is the life’s circle 

August also explained about covered the hives 

which kind of life circle which made Lily 

amazed after heard it 

 

33 Patriotic 
24a 

Lily's fondness of Thoreau's work which built 

fantasies imagination and appreciating the mother 

The book inspired Lily to became a person who 

appreciating the mother of nature  
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of nature  

24d 

Lily and Rosaleen’s journey to Tiburon while 

enjoying the panoramas along the street 

Lily and Rosaleen's journey to Tiburon through 

passed the corn field, Hereford cows, 

farmhouses, windmills and gooseberries  

28a 

Lily and Rosaleen's happiness toward the 

raindrops wetting her face 

Lily felt alive when the rain drops touched her 

face and refused to wipe the water. Rosaleen 

was very happy too, the rain change her 

became the happiness version of Rosaleen 

29c 

Lily's adventurous along the river and her desire 

to live happily after 

Lily was lifting her feet to the river which 

vanished her problem with T. Ray and Mr. 

Gaston while seeing the turtles played with the 

stones and other creatures that Lily would be 

met in the river 

36g 

Lily’s effort in calming herself by seeing the stars 

in the darkness of the night and putting her 

mother’s written name in the crap of May's stone 

wall 

Lily went outside while holding her mother 

written name and put it in May's wall then sit 

on the grass against the wall while seeing the 

stars shining in the darkness of the sky 

83b 

Lily’s fondness toward river with all calmness 

and happiness that is served 

Lily let her feet being wet and felt good when 

she touched the stone. She knew that May was 

die in the river, but it did not make her hated 

the river. She believed that river can be place 

for somebody to die but somebody might be 

reborn too in river like what August told her 

about beehive tomb. Lily was memorize with 

the water in the night which looked so beautiful 
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with the moon shining 

91a 

Lily’s effort to calm down her feeling trough 

spending most of her time enjoying the river 

Lily spent her day during her mourning in the 

river because it could heal Lily’s sadness and 

made her felt calm 

 

34 Unprejudiced 
1d 

Description of Lily’s  kind housekeeper named 

Rosaleen who loved Lily like her child 

Lily loved Rosaleen unconditionally although 

she knew Rosaleen was a Nigger 

4h 

Lily’s daydream about Rosaleen as her real 

mother; being adopted if she were a Negro or 

living together in New York without worry with 

their skin color 

Lily did not care of her differences skin color 

with Rosaleen which made her imagine to live 

together in New York without worry with their 

skin color or Rosaleen being white and became 

her mother 

28e 

Lily’s opinion toward colored people who might 

be so intelligent like whites 

Lily though that colored people could be smart, 

like August who looked so intelligent and 

cultured  

32b 

Lily's weird feeling of being whites in a room full 

of colored people 

For the first Lily felt weird of being White and 

surrounded with colored people, then she was 

joining spent her time with them  

40c 

Lily and Zach’s conversation about introducing 

their self each other 

Lily and Zach introduced about their self each 

other. Both of them were shock; Zach was 

shock because of Lily was being white while 

Lily was shock because of Zach was very 

handsome 
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40d 

Lily’s desire to told her friends that they were 

wrong about negroes all the time 

Lily wanted write down a letter and tell her 

friends that they were wrong all the time about 

negroes who might be gorgeous like Zach 

53e 

Lily’s desire to the God to vanished the skin 

pigment to avoid  the intolerant in the society 

Lily wished to the God to vanished the skin 

pigment so there were not any crime or 

intolerant about skin color racism 

68f 

The argument between Lily and the police about 

the existence of Lily as whites who  live with 

colored women   

Lily knew what exactly the police means about 

being whites in colored house and made her 

yell because of the police more focus on her 

rather than May's accident 

72g 

Lily’s happiness to sugar girl who do not thing 

that she is different 

Lily felt happy because the sugar girl wanted 

becoming Lily’s friend and did not bother with 

their difference 

72h 

Lily’s perspectives of whites and colored people 

who have same position through seeing how 

special they are among us 

Lily did not understand why people said that 

being white and lives surrounded with colored 

would made her self lowered 

77b 

Lily and Zach’s conversation about changing the 

world’s thought of colored people 

Lily thought someday people would accept the 

colored people and made her had same right 

with colored people 
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Appendix 4. Tabulation of Lily Owens’s Characterizations 

No Characterizations Sub-Characterizations Sequences Frequency 

1 Spirituality 

Religious 1b, 1g, 27b, 27e, 27f, 33a, 33e, 38c, 38e, 51e, 53e, 57d, 67c, 82g, 

82l, 86b, 89d, 89g, 89h, 90b, 97g, 98f, 98w 
23 

Tolerant 14e, 82l 2 

2 

Smart 

Intelligent 

2b, 2f, 3h, 4d, 5d, 5g, 6b, 6d, 6e, 6g, 6h, 6j, 7b, 7c, 7e, 10e, 13a, 

13b, 14g, 16a, 18a, 18j, 18k, 19a, 20d, 21d, 21e, 21g, 34a, 34b, 36d, 

41d, 45a, 49a, 49b, 51g, 66a, 70a, 76c, 93b, 98a 

41 

Creative 1h, 4b, 5g, 6j, 7c, 16a, 21g 7 

Critical 

1a, 1e, 2d, 2e, 4d, 8e, 10b,  12c, 15a, 15b, 16a, 17a, 18a, 18i, 19b, 

21a, 24c, 24f, 24g, 25d, 26a, 26c, 27c, 29b, 31d, 32a, 33d, 36h, 41a, 

52h, 56b, 63c, 82h 

33 

Observant 

1a, 2b, 2c, 5f, 8d, 10a, 14d, 15a, 17a, 21a, 24d, 25d, 26a, 27a, 27c, 

27d, 27e, 29b, 31d, 37a, 38a, 38b, 40b, 44g, 47c, 53c, 54a, 54d, 57b, 

66b, 66f, 70b, 71b, 84c, 84d, 90h, 98l 

37 

Bibliophilic 6a, 6b, 24a, 84e, 90g 5 

Ambitious 
3d, 3h, 5b, 5i, 6g, 9b, 9d, 22b, 31c, 38e, 39e, 41b, 41d, 42d, 58d, 

62b, 69e 
17 

Problem Solver/ 

Resourceful 

7c, 12b, 21d, 21e, 21f, 21g, 22a, 36g, 55c, 86b, 91a, 91b, 96b, 97i 
14 
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Curious 
1j, 2d, 5b, 5j, 6c, 21b, 24b, 25f, 26b, 33b, 35a, 43a, 45a, 47b, 51j, 

51l, 52a, 52d, 54d, 59b, 60e, 67i, 72e 81d, 90g,  92b 
26 

Imaginative 

1g, 5f, 6d, 9c, 18b, 23c, 24a, 28d, 28f, 29c, 36b, 42a, 44b, 49b, 51b, 

53b, 54e, 60a, 60b, 60h, 61a, 68h, 68i, 69d, 70f, 71g, 75c, 76e, 79b, 

82j, 83g, 84k, 85b, 89b, 90b, 93e, 94b 

38 

3 Industrious 
Hardworking 

1h, 1l, 2a, 2d, 3d, 4a, 5b, 5c, 8c, 10b, 14b, 18k, 23a, 23d, 24e, 25e, 

64b, 67a 
18 

Persistent 1f, 1h, 1n, 11c, 12b, 38f, 38g, 53g, 54h, 57c, 82c, 84b, 85j, 85k 14 

4 
Changes from 

Lazy into Diligent 

Lazy 
1a, 10a, 51c, 60a, 60b, 60h, 76c, 80a, 83b, 84b, 89b, 90a, 90b, 91a, 

98a 
15 

Diligent  40e, 44a, 48a, 51c, 58a, 82a, 84a, 96a 8 

5 

Changes from 

Mischievous into 

Responsible 

Naughty 
1l,  5e, 5h, 5i, 7c, 10b, 10d, 13a, 19a, 18g, 18k, 21d,  21g, 22a, 22c, 

25e, 83b 
17 

Deceitful 
7f, 13a, 19d, 21f, 23b, 25c, 27f, 27g, 27k, 31f, 31h, 37g, 38g, 42f, 

55c, 61b, 68c, 68d, 84i, 93a, 98h 
21 

Responsible 4b, 88a, 96a 3 

6 Dedicated 
Honest 

1n, 7f, 11b, 23e, 25h, 27g, 84l, 84o, 84p, 85a, 85c, 87b, 87e,  98i, 

98j 
15 

Patient 1i, 10a, 64f, 84f, 89i 5 

7 Kind-Hearted Friendly 14a, 14b, 14c, 16c, 17d, 23i, 25a, 27f,  40c, 40e, 40f, 41c, 41d, 50a, 

50b 53c, 55d, 59c, 59d, 64d, 65e, 65g, 82f, 82l, 83d, 93a, 93b, 95c,  
30 
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98d, 98h 

Sincere 
4h, 5a, 11a, 11d, 13c, 17d, 23i, 23j, 25e, 31d, 44i, 48b, 51g, 51h, 

69f, 69g, 82e, 82f, 82i, 84r, 98w 
21 

Empathetic 17c, 17d, 18e, 23i, 30b, 36c, 37d, 90g, 90h,  97i, 98l 11 

Helpful 6a, 8c, 54c, 67a, 67h, 74b, 81a, 81c, 82a 9 

8 Adventurous 

Confident 1l, 4a, 18i, 19a, 36e, 36f, 97a, 98o, 98p, 98w 10 

Courageous 
1l, 10b, 18g, 18i, 19a, 20a, 21a, 24f, 28d, 42b, 54f, 56a, 60f, 97a, 

98o, 98q 
16 

9 Emotional 

Fearful 
12c, 15d, 15f, 16b, 27b, 37g, 40a, 42d, 42e, 55b, 65a, 67d, 68a, 79b, 

84g, 89c, 93b, 98c, 98f 
19 

Hesitant 3d, 3f, 7h, 8e, 36a, 41d, 44f 7 

Bad Tempered 11e, 18g, 20a, 20b, 21c, 22c, 23h, 31i, 45b, 76b, 82o, 86c, 91c 13 

Moody 9e,44c, 44e, 45c, 48a, 51m, 67k, 69h, 82o, 84m, 85h, 85n, 86d, 89b 13 

10 Bee-Lover Bee-Lover 
1a, 1b, 1k, 12a, 34a, 34b, 34e, 51d, 51h, 52c, 52d, 58d, 71b, 71e, 

71g 
15 

11 Nationalist 
Patriotic 24a, 24d, 28a, 29c, 36g, 83b, 91a 6 

Unprejudiced 1d, 4h, 28e, 32b, 40c, 40d, 53f, 68f, 72g, 72h, 77b 12 
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Appendix 5. Tabulation of Lily Owens’s Five Core Values 

No 5 Core Values Sub-Values Sequences Frequency 

1 Religiosity 

Religious 
1b, 1g, 27b, 27e, 27f, 33a, 33e, 38c, 38e, 51e, 53e, 57d, 67c, 82g, 

82l, 86b, 89d, 89g, 89h, 90b, 97g, 98f, 98w 

23 

Tolerant 14e, 82l 2 

Confident 1l, 4a, 18i, 19a, 36e, 36f, 97a, 98o, 98p, 98w 10 

Sincere 
4h, 5a, 11a, 11d, 13c, 17d, 23i, 23j, 25e, 31d, 44i, 48b, 51g, 51h, 

69f, 69g, 82e, 82f, 82i, 84r, 98w 

21 

Friendly 

14a, 14b, 14c, 16c, 17d, 23i, 25a, 27f,  40c, 40e, 40f, 41c, 41d, 50a, 

50b 53c, 55d, 59c, 59d, 64d, 65e, 65g, 82f, 82l, 83d, 93a, 93b, 95c,  

98d, 98h 

30 

2 Nationalism 
Bees-Lover 

1a, 1b, 1k, 12a, 34a, 34b, 34e, 51d, 51h, 52c, 52d, 58d, 71b, 71e, 

71g 

15 

Patriotic  24a, 24d, 28a, 29c, 36g, 83b, 91a 6 

3 Independence 

Creative 1h, 4b, 5g, 6j, 7c, 16a, 21g 7 

Courageous 
1l, 10b, 18g, 18i, 19a, 20a, 21a, 24f, 28d, 42b, 54f, 56a, 60f, 97a, 

98o, 98q 

16 

Curious 
1j, 2d, 5c, 5i, 6c, 21b, 24b, 25f, 26b, 33b, 35a, 43a, 45a, 47b, 51j, 

51l, 52a, 52d, 54d, 59b, 60e, 67i, 72e 81d, 90g,  92b 

26 
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Hardworking 
1h, 1l, 2a, 2d, 3d, 4a, 5b, 5c, 8c, 10b, 14b, 18k, 23a, 23d, 24e, 25e, 

64b, 67a 

18 

Persistent 1f, 1h, 1n, 11c, 12b, 38e, 38g, 53h, 54h, 57c, 82c, 84b, 85j, 85k 14 

Intelligent 

2b, 2f, 3h, 4c, 5d, 5g, 6b, 6d, 6e, 6g, 6h, 6j, 7b, 7c, 7e, 10e, 13a, 13b, 

14g, 16a, 18a, 18j, 18k, 19a, 20d, 21d, 21e, 21g, 34a, 34b, 36d, 41d, 

45a, 51g, 66a, 70a, 76c, 93b, 98a 

41 

Critical 

1a, 1e, 2d, 2e, 4d, 8e, 10b,  12c, 15a, 15b, 16a, 17a, 18a, 18i, 19b, 

21a, 24c, 24f, 24g, 25d, 26a, 26c, 27c, 29b, 31d, 32a, 33d, 36h, 41a, 

52h, 56b, 63c, 82h 

33 

Observant 

1a, 2b, 2c, 5f, 8d, 10a, 14d, 15a, 17a, 21a, 24d, 25d, 26a, 27a, 27c, 

27d, 27e, 29b, 31d, 37a, 38a, 38b, 40b, 44g, 47c, 53c, 54a, 54d, 57b, 

66b, 66f, 70b, 71b, 84c, 84d, 90h, 98l 

37 

Bibliophilic 6a, 6b, 24a, 84e, 90g 5 

Ambitious 
3d, 3h, 5b, 5i, 6g, 9b, 9d, 22b, 31c, 38e, 39e, 41b, 41d, 42d, 58d, 

62b, 69e 

17 

Problem Solver 7c, 12b, 21d, 21e, 21f, 21g, 22a, 36g, 55c, 86b, 91a, 91b, 96b, 97i 14 

4 Cooperation 

Helpful 6a, 8c, 54c, 67a, 67h, 74b, 81a, 81c, 82a 9 

Unprejudiced 1d, 4h, 28e, 32b, 40c, 40d, 53f, 68f, 72g, 72h, 77b 11 

Empathetic 17c, 17d, 18e, 23i, 30b, 36c, 37d, 90g, 90h,  97i, 98l 11 

5 Integrity Responsible 4b, 88a, 96a 3 
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Honest 
1n, 7f, 11b, 23e, 25h, 27g, 84l, 84o, 84p, 85a, 85c, 87b, 87e,  98i, 

98j 

15 

Patient 1i, 10a, 64f, 84f, 89i 5 

 

 


